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The Industrial Committee of
the Rockland Chamber of Com
merce is working in the interest
of a number of enterprises in
Knox County. Among the nu
merous projects which are being
investigated is the cold storage
plant at Port Clyde, which was
formerly an important factor in
the fish business of that locality.
The committee is ready to lend
its aid in any matter that
promises to help Knox County.

Subscriptions 13.00 per year payable In
advance: single copies three cents.
Advertising rates based upon circula
tion and very reasonable.
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The Rockland Gazette was established
In 1846 In 1874 the Courier was estab
lished and consolidated with the Gazette
In 1882. The Free Press was established
In 1855 and In 1881 changed Its name to
the Tribune. These papers consolidated
March 17. 1897
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W A S FATALLY BURNED

C O M M IT T E E IS W O R K IN G

_________ T H R E E -T IM E S -A -W E E K _________
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AN EARTHQUAKE CYCLE

Parking space: An unoccupied Here’s a Jolly Old Crepe Hanger
Telling Us There's One Ahead
space about seven feet wide and 14
feet long next to the curb—on the
other side of the street —St. Louis
Indications are that America wil!
Star-Times
(experience several important earthquakes'between 1939 and 1946. Jacob
J Crtskoff, consulting engineer, of
Philadelphia, told more than 500 ar! chltects and engineers attending the
annual convention of the American
Modern Equipment
Concrete Institute.
Expert Workmanship
"My statem ent is not a prediction
Reasonable Prices
bu’ only a probability deduced from
statistical analysis of destructive
ELM ER E. H E A L. Manager
earthquake occurrence in this coun
676 M A IN ST.. R O C K L A N D , ME.
try during the past three centuries. ’
T EL. 1044
28-30 Mr. Creskoff explained. "Destruc-

ROCKLAND
WELDING W ORKS

Rockland, Maine, Saturday, March 6, 1937

A kerosene lamp upset in the
kitchen of Guy A Robbins' house in
Thomaston last night and Mrs. Rob
bins was fatally burned. Mr. Robbins,
and a boarder named Lawrence Up
ham were elsewhere on the premises,
in ignorance of the tragedy which was
being enacted, and the Are was dis
covered by Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Smith, who were driving by on their
way homeward. Mr. Smith is a for
mer member of the Thomaston Fire
Department.
Contrary to the statem ent made by
another newspaper, Guy Robbins. Jr.,
was not at the scene of the fire, but
was in his own home and had retired
for the night.
Upham was arrested for intoxica
tion. and was also held for questioising
Dr. H. J. Weisman, medical ex
aminer, found the woman's body ly
tive earthquakes are more frequent
in some years than in others. They
occur in more or less irregular cycles
of activity. It appears that an active
phase of the United States seismic
cycle is now being approached."

AND

U n d e Ezra Entertainment

TH O M A STO N HIGH SC H O O L GYM
TH O M A STO N HIGH BO Y S A N D GIRLS

LITTLEFIELD MEMORIALCHURUH
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 10—AT 6.30
Admission 35c for Both
Entertainment Only 15c

ROCKLAND HIGH BO YS A N D GIRLS
M ONDAY, M AR CH 8
LAST HOME GAME
FIRST GAME AT 7.30.

DOORS OPEN AT 6.3»
REFEREE—WOTTON

DIRECT MONTHLY REDUCTION LOANS
TH EY ARE P O PU L A R
W E M ADE 125 LA ST YEAR

NOTICE TO CAR OWNERS
OPEN
Under New Management

LOG CABIN
FILLING STA TIO N
PARK STREET, ROCKLAND
Full Line of Socony Products
A Complete One-Stop Service
Station
Your patronage will be appreciated.
Soeony Credit Card Accepted Here

RESULTS AR E G U A R A N T E E D
We loan you 11000.00.

You pay us $10.00 per month for 139

months and the loan is cancelled. You have paid us back $1000.00,
the amount of the loan, and $390.00 for interest. Net cost of loan

FOR USED CARS—SEE

FREDERICK U. W A L T Z
165 BROADWAY.

ROCKLAND
TEL. 623-W

$2.81 per month, and the result will be in the same proportion on
any loan up to $5000.00, which is our limit.

Isn't this worth look

ing into?

ROCKLAND LOAN & BUILDING ASS’N
ROCKLAND, MAINE

18 SCHOOL STREET.

1933 FORD STATION WAGON
1934 FORD COl'PE
• 1934 CHEVROLET COUPE
1933 PLYMOUTH SEDAN
1934 FORD COACH
Many others to choose from

2 8 'lt

lOStf

SMOKE

WATER

SALE EX TRAO RDINARY

DR ASTIC REDUCTIONS
on practically all lines of our

COMPLETE JEWELRY STOCK
O PEN S T O D A Y -R U N S ALL NEXT WEEK
at 9.00 A. M.
Rare Bargains in a High Quality Jewelry Stock Slightly Damaged By Sm oke and
Water.

C. E. MORSE
JEWELER
MAIN STR EET, OPP. ST R A N D THEATRE,

G et

ROCKLAND, ME.

BY TAKING THAT TR IP YOU PLANNED.

Renewed
Energy
Yearly
Leave
In
Easy

Safe

EX 

CURSION TO BOSTON AND RETURN, ONLY

$4.50
Buses with all worries left behind.

N eat

WHEN THOM ASTON BUILT ’EM

Volume 92.................Number 28.

MANSFIELD GOVE, INC., OPENS

M rs. Guy A. R obbins, Sr., of T hom aston Perished Capt. A . J. Elliot A dd s To R ecords a List of Ships N ew D epartm ent Store M ak es Its Bow U nder
W h en a Lamp U pset
Built T h ere From 1 787 To 1865
A uspicious C ircum stances

PUBLIC SU PPE R

B A S K E TB A LL

THREE CENTS A COPY

Let the driver be

your guide until your destination is reached. He stands
for Courtesy, Safety and Dependability.

Sale on tickets March 4th to I Ith, inclusive. Good for transportation 30 days
from date of sale. Get yours early and travel any time within 30 days.
Grey Line Tickets Sold A t:
B’.aisdell’s Drug Store,
Rockland i Carroll Drug Store,
Rockport
Rexall Drug Store,
Rockland j Knox Hotel,
Thomaston
Hotel Rockland,
Rockland I
26-29

ing on the floor, with nearly all of the
A generous attendance marked the Military College at Chester, he spent
In our issues of Oct. 10 and 29, 1936. there appeared in
clothing burned off, and a rug part
these columns a list of Thomaston-built vessels, kindly fur Thursday opening of Rockland's new several years subsequently in New
ly destroyed.
nished for The Courier-Gazette by Arthur J. Elliot of the est enterprise, the Mansfield Gove York city, engaged in an advertising
Several witnesses were being e x - i j
former shipbuilding firm of Dunn & Elliot Co. In that list Inc. department store in Thorndike venture. More recently he has been
amined by Sheriff C. Earle Ludwick J
Hotel block, corner of Main street connected with retail business In va
/
,V were two omissions which the author here supplies.
when this paper went to press.
rious forms and is well grounded in
Sidney G. Hupper, 974 tons, schooner, built by Samuel and Tillson avenue.
A later report said that it was a
The first day was for inspection its principles.
Watts in 1887, Capt. Samuel Watts of St. George, captain.
case of accidental death, although
In the conducting of this hand
Lost at Turks Island, loading salt, Sept. 2. 1888. (Stranded only and local folk sow much that
the officials are open to conviction
was pleasing The big store has been some new store Mrs. Mansfield and
on reef in hurricane).
in case of newly discovered evidence.
John E. Devlin, 1107 tons, schooner, built by Washburn entirely redecorated artd new fixtures Mrs. Gove actively participate and
Chief of Police Edward Ahern and
Bras. In 1900. Capt. Ed. Hitchborn of Searsport. Stranded
iFire Chief Anderson were umong
on Metomkin Island in a southeast gale Jan. 12. 1908 Bound
those present.
from Salem to Newport News.
Mrs. Robbins, who was about 60.
And
to
that
valuable list Capt. Elliot now furnishes a valuable preface
is survived by six children from her
in
the
form
of
a
complete list of the vessels built in Thomaston from 1787
present marriage—Albert and Don
to 1865
ald of Rockland, Guy of Thomaston.
A continuation of these interesting marine records will appear in Tues
Mrs. Cora Stewart. Mrs Alice Staples
day's issue.
and Mrs. Bertha Staples, all of Rock- j
land. There are also two surviving Name
Tons
Rig
Builder
Year
Captain
children by a former marriage—Har Unknown
1787
Elias
Snow
old Darling and Elvin Richards, botn Experiment
1788 Joseph Coombs
I of Rockland.
Little Salley
1789 Jaseph Coombs
Arthur
1789 Joseph Coombs
Olive
A LIVELY NIGHT
1795 Ichabod Barrows
Betsy & Jenny
90 Schooner, Snow-Coombs
1796 I. Snow
100 Schooner. E. Snow & Sons
Is Foreseen Monday When Jane
1796 J. Snow
Friendship
Schooner.
E.
Snow
&
Sons
1796 Jos. Mathews
the Rockland Teams In Sally95 Schooner. E Snow & Sons 1797
vade Thomaston
80 Sloop. Richard Keating
Miriam
1798 Richard Keating
Columbus
Schooner
1798 Robert Dunning
Rockland High boys and girls will
Rebecca
Schooner. Brown-Lovett
1798 Martin
invade Thomaston Monday to battle
Dolphin
Sloop. Spear-Decker
1799
the local boys and girls in the last
80 Sloop. Keating
Richard
1803 R. Keating
League game for Thomaston.
Karl J. E. Gove
Laurence K. Mansfield
104 Schooner. Snow & Son
Hanna & Polly
1803 I. Snow
The boys' game should be a toss110 Schooner. Henry Knox
Montpelier
1803
up as both clubs are not showing the
added, displaying to distinct advan associated with them are Mrs. Eliza
100 Schooner. Henry Knox
Wessaweskeag
1804 Jas Spaulding
forms of their earlier games Rock
beth Knowlton and Miss Alma
tage the large and varied stock.
140 Brig. H. Rogers. H. Knox
Quan tabacook
1804
land should press the Pekes to the
All were busy greeting
The proprietors. Laurence K. Knight.
200 Ship. J Bryant
Unknown
1804
limit and might possibly pull out a
Mansfield and Karl J E. Gove, arc throngs of interested citizens, ac
Dolphin
Ship
1804 Jos. Ingraham
I win over the home forces. The odds
keenly enthused over the new ven knowledging good wishes and dis
Quicklime
93 Sloop. H Rogers, H. Knox 1806
’ seem to favor the Thomaston lads,
ture.
Both come from Salem, tributing the customary opening day
Increase
Schooner, Jas. Stackpole
1805
j The girls game is sure to be a
Mass., where they have been In carnations which seemed to dot every
Unknown
Ship.
Snow
1805
| great battle. With the championship
business and were active in fraternal feminine pedestrian on Main street.
56 Sloop.
J. Ulmer
| already won. the Thomaston girls Hannah
1806 Ulmer
The reception continued from 3
and civic enterprises.
99 Sloop
Polly
1807
i will want to end the season unde70 Sloop.
Mr. Mansfield has been buyer and p. m. well into the evening.
W McLoon
1807 J, Robinson
, feated and also to win from their Fair Play
Mr and Mrs. Mansfield are occu
30 Sloop
merchandising manager of the Wil
1807 A G Coombs
greatest rival. The local girls have Asa
liam G. Webber C o. large Salem de pying the Mortland apartments on
Schooner, J Stackpole
1808
,
won 17 straight games this season. Aurora
74 Schooner
partment store. He is well acquaint Masonic street. Mr. and Mrs. Gove
1808
| They have also won 15 straight Good Intent
ed with the retail business in all its have taken the McLoon apartments
500 Ship.
McLoon
1809
League Games in the past two years. Holofernes
ramifications.
on Summer street. Welcome addi
Ship
With the State tournament at Liver Bristol Trader
1809 J. Spaulding
80
Mr.
Gove
also
comes
from
Salem
Olive
tions to the social and civic life as
Schooner,
L.
Hayden
more Falls next Friday, the girls will
1809 Oliver Fales
where he has been active in busi well as to the business Interests of
Industry
115 Schooner. L. Hayden
want to enter with a clear slate.
1809 W Keating
197 Brig. J Barnard
ness. A graduate of Pennsylvania the city.
1810
Rockland has improved greatly the Wm Henry
130 Brig. R Wade
past few weeks and with Till and .Elder Snow
1810 J. Gray
175 Brig, Achorn
Pike back in form, will be able to Catharine
1810 J. Spaulding
Schooner
extend the Pekes to the limit to win. Unknown
1810 O False
80 Schooner, Spear
Rockland has lost only two League Jane
1815 M. JSpear
98 Schooner, J. H Counce
Games this season, one to each Mary Spear
1815 J. Spear
60 Sch..,E. I. & I. S. SnowThomaston and Lincoln.
When Pour Brothers
1815 Spaulding
105 Schooner. J. H. Counce 1816 Dodge Webb
these two clubs clash most anything Catharine
88 Schooner, J. Stackpole
can happen. Everyone should be on Lavin ia
1816 Hawke
72 Schooner
hand to see the final home game of Thomas
1817 J. Spaulding
Milo
80 Schooner. W. McLoon
the year for the 1937 Champs
1817 F. Haskell
Dodge Healey
80 Schooner. Counce
1817 J. Hathorne
When the new schooner dragger basis. But he dreams and gives vent
Three Brothers
80 Schooner. Counce
1817
Julia Eleanor goes off the stocks at to prodigious sighs when he thinks
Shelburn
47 Sloop
1818 I. Lovett
John Gilman
Snow's yard Monday noon, March 15 what might be done with this splendid
66 Schooner
1818 J. Crockett
yard were the necessary working
Halsey146 Schooner, Counce
that trim looking crart will be prac capital available.
1818 R Robinson
Seven Brothers
73 Schooner, Elias Snow
tically ready for sea. She will be
1819
Alfred
75 Schooner
fully rigged and there will remain
1819 Wm. Spear
PAG E RALPH W E N T W O R T H !
George
100 Schooner. Counce
some minor formalities which will not
1819 J. Tobey
Ann
134 Schooner. Counce
occupy more than a week, at the out
1819 Webb
Prof. Ki.vosuml Ninomiya of Tokio.
136 Schooner
Compulsory insuranc: for Maine Nancyside.
1819 E. Crockett
Adams
139
Japan,
announces that he can guar
motor vehicle owners the Legislative
Brig
Then Capt. Ambrose Smith of New
1819 E Thorndike
Judiciary Committee was told Thurs Sylvester Healey 143 Brig. Counce
Bedford
will
take
his
place
at
the
antee to produce a female chicken
1820 Edw. Robinson
45 Sloop
day. would “not prevent accidents' Mary Snow
wheel and the Julia Eleanor will from any hen's egg He has had 100
1820 Getchell
86 Sloop.
and would not "protect the individual Lucy Healey
headway for New Bedford In full
R C. Counce
1821 Wheaton Hawk
per cent success In this line by in
167 Brig
who might be killed or injured" by Belvidere
readiness for stocking fish tor Fulton
1821
,
jecting
a lemale hormone into the
John
144 Brig. Counce
certain vehicles.
Market.
1821 J. Spear
egg, he said. An injection costs
151 Brig
Considerable opposition to such in Shawmut
The
new
dragger
measures
90
feet,
1821 Elias Snow
Schooner
surance was voiced before the com John
4 inches over all, has a 20-foot beam, about two sen (slightly more than
1821 Marshall
165 Brig
mittee at a hearing on a majority Scio
and a molded depth of 10 feet. 7 half a cent) an egg. Tire announce
1822 Elisha Snow
Iddo
197
Inches. Her gross tonnage is 110 and ment created a sensation in poultry
recess committee report favoring It
Brig. Counce
1822 J. Spear,
199 Brig. Counce
her
net tonnage 62. The frame and and scientific circles.
and an accompanying bill providing Montpelier
1823 Webb
89 Schooner
for insurance of $5000 to cover injury Leo
planking are oak and the deck is
1823 Perry
Meeting of Community Fair Com
83 Schooner, A. Hall
native pine. The deck arrangement,
or death of one person and $10,000 Francis
1823 Dean Haskell
mittee Monday afternoon at the
200 Brig, Counce
by
the
way
is
exceptionally
conveni
for more than one injury or death in Dodge Healey
1824 A. Hathorne
158 Brig
ent and workable. The pilot house Chamber of Commerce at 4 o’clock.
a single accident. The proposed leg Mark
1824 J. Crockett
319 Ship. Counce
and after cabin are finished in North
islation provided no coverage for Georges
1824 R. Robinson
Lafayette
103 Schooner
property damage.
Carolina pine and cypress, and the YOUR FAVORITE POEM
1824 J, Lindsey
Charles
• • • ■
65 Sch, Thorndike Snow Co.
forecastle Is finished in North Caro
1824
If I had my life to live again I would
| Knott
Theatre Tax Opposed
174 Brig. Crockett-Lovejoy
lina pine, cypress and mahogany. have made a rule to read some poetry
1825 G. Wooster
and
listen to some music a t least once
Theatre interests Thursday opposed Brandywine
179 Brig
The craft is equipped with a Deutz a week
1825 R. Perry
The loss of these tastes Is a
a bill proposing a one-cent tax on Mary Cole
174 Brig, R. C Counce
lighting system. It has a Hathaway loss of happiness. —Charles Darwin.
1825 W. Singer
■all theatre admissions. Robert Wil Mary Thomas
75 Schooner
winch and Gallows frame. The
1825 Oliver Fales
A SONG
liamson. counsel for the Maine-New Georges
72 Schooner
ground tackle includes two 400-pound
1825 Rice Ha thorn
There
Is
ever
a
song somewhere, my
Hampshire Theatre Company: C. J. Lincoln
127 Schooner. R. C. Counce
anchors.
The carrying capacity is
1825 T. Colley
dear:
i Russell. Bangor theatre manager George
65 Schooner, G. Thorndike 1825 Snow
There Is ever a something sings alway:
about 120.000 pounds. Ten knot speed
the song of the lark when the
and former State Senator Max L. Mary Ann
75 Sloop, J Stackpole
Is expected from the 230 h. p. Cooper- There'sskies
1825 A. Boyd
are clear.
Pinansky of Portland, opposed the tax. Brutus
186 Brig, E. OBrlen
And
the
song of the thrust when the
Bessemer
engines.
The
approximate
1826 A. Robinson
skies are gray
Williamson said the theatre business Belvidere
183 Brig, R C. Counce
cast of the dragger Is $60,000.
1826 B. Vose
The sunshine showers across the grain.
objected to being “singled out” for William
And
the bluebird trills In the orchard
179 Brig
It
was
built
for
Capt.
Ambrose
1826
tree;
special taxes as they “pay every Eliza
129 Brig
Smith of New Bedford, who will be And In and out. when the eaves drip
1826 Job Perry
rain.
propel ty and other tax just as their Mechanic
218 Brig. Joshua Morton
the skipper. It is understood. The
1826 L. Wilson
The swallows are tw ittering cease
neighbors do.” He estimated the tax John <V Nancy
110 Schooner, Asa Coombs
lessly.
craft will carry 11 men all told.
1826
would yield $60,000 on the basis of Michael
81 Schooner
With the launching of the Julia
1826
There Is ever a song somewhere, my
Denny McCobb
1933 business.
100 Schooner
dear.
Eleanor, the efforts of the yard crew
1826 E. Perry
Be the skies above or dark or fair.
72 Schooner. L. Hayden
Russell said the tax would be “an Margaret
will concentrate on the 72-foot drag There Is ever a song that our hearts
1826 L. Ulmer
may hear—
298 Ship. Counce
extra burden which the trade can Hewes
ger which is being built for Cap1827 J. Spear
There Is ever a song somewhere, my
235 Brig, R. C. Counce
not carry. “It would close theatres : Pulaski
Arthur A. Bain of Owl's Head. This
dear—
1827 Webb
1Jos. Sprague
There Is ever a song somewhere!
183 Brig
craft Is now planked and decked, the
1827 Hawks
(Continued on Page Four)
New York
126 Schooner, J. Morton
engines are installed on their beds, There Is ever a song somewhere, my
1827 J. Robinson
dear.
Thomas
85 Schooner, Geo. Thomas
and the (uel tanks will go aboard
1827
In the m idnight black, or the mid-day
Schooner,
O
Fales
&
Co.
Atlantic
blue:
100
shortly. The launching will take
1827
i The robin pipes when the sun Is here.
Wm Harris
133 Schooner, J. Morton
place next month
1827 W Robinson
And the cricket chirrups the whole
Ambulance Service
John
night through
102 Schooner
The Snow yard, employing now
1827 J. Burton
The buds may blow, and the fruit may
Gen. Jackson
108 Schooner, Win McLoon 1827 T. McLellan
about 60 men, had quite an impressive
grow.
autum n leaves drop crisp and
Peggy Thomas
108 Schooner. G Thomas
1827 Thorndike
payroll the past year, and in addition And the
sear:
Maria
133 Schooner, Wade
1827 I. Snow
to the money thus paid out expended But whether the sun. or the rain, or the
snow.
Hannah & Clarissa 56 Schooner
1827 M. Ulmer
locally about $30,000 in materials— There Is ever a song somewhere, my
John
21 Sloop
dear.
1827 Joel Miller
an industrial asset not to be over
M orticiam
Majestic
297 Ship. J. Morton
1828 McLellan
looked.
There Is ever a song somewhere, my
dear.
Moscow
222 Brig. R C. Counce
1828 Robinson Webb
Manager Fred C. Gatcombe, who Be the
skies above or dark or fair.
Schooner, L. Hayden
Martha
125
1828
Herd
Hayden
finds
somewhat
to
his
own
surprise
There Is ever a song that our hearts
TELS. 450 AND 781-1
Schooner,
G.
Thomas
may
hear—
, Volant
87
1828 Amesbury Wooster that he has been located here five There la ever
a song -omewherq. my
361-365 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND , Bradford
121 Schooner
1828
Iddo
Kimball
dear—
years, is to be congratulated upon
119-tf
There
is
ever
a song somewhere!
Brig,
R.
C.
Counce
Pensacola
232
1829 Cole R. Spear
having kept the yard on an active
—James Whitcomb Rile;

TO LAUNCH FINE CRAFT

New D ragger Julia Eleanor, C osting $ 6 0 ,0 0 0 , To
Go O verboard M arch 15, At Noon

STA TE
C A P IT O L

BURPEE’S

Page Tw o
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A DISSENTING FISHERMAN
*

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

The Lord thy God in the midst of
thee is mighty. —Zeph. 3: 17.

The curriculum changes which he
advocates involve the abolishment of
the existing subject-matter cur
riculum. and the building of the
(By the Pupils)
school program about those activities
which are now called extra-curricula.
• • • »
An old friend of all of us, Rev.
The
moving
pictures "Twenty
Charles MacDonald, gave us a vital
and informative talk at Tuesday's Fathoms Deep' or "Men Against the
assembly on the question "Where are Sea was shown in the auditorium
you going?" First, he told us. we yesterday at 3:45. There were also
must be sympathetic to our associ- ' wo short films shown which made
ates and realize th a t the people who an hour an<^ a half show.
criticize the most are often the o n es'
’ *,*,*
..
,
,
..
... , „ „ __ .
Especially gratifying arc the rewho deserve the criticism. Second.
„ .
. .
. .
. . . I ports which have come from Bates
we must have courage, not daredevil- 1
„
.
ii
4_„„ . College to Principal Blaisdell contry, but courage to realize the d an g er,
6
H
. ,
,,
_ _ .
; cerning three R. H. S. graduates,
and face it. "You must think for |
. _
_
.14 ..i»
yourself. uhe said,
“if .....
you want ».
to Vincent J. Pellicani. Wilbur C. ConEach
is
,
_
____ 4 . non. and Elizabeth Walker.
make your life count for anything, do
taking seven subjects, and the reports
not follow the crowd but your own
for the semester ending February 6.
convictions.'’ Mr. MacDonald pic
show a high general average for each
tured for us three men. one who lives
student. Although these ranks are
for pleasure, one who lives for his
resultant from the right qualities of
health, and the third, the complete i
mind, charac'er purpose, and ability
man who has r goal in life and seeks
they are also et idence of an adequate
at all costs to obtain it. "Patriotism *
. „ ,
.
»
u . preparation and reflect some meas
is not dying for your country, but I H
.
...
ure of glory on this school.
living for it." he said. Patricia Hall
was chairman of the assembly, and
CAMDEN W AS LOSER
Inez Bowley led devotional exercises.
—James East.

A t The H igh School

P ort C lyde M an A gain st Licensing Of Lobster
Fisherm an— H is Other V iew s

FAMOUS |POET HERE
Prof. Coffin of Bowdoin Col-1
lege Guest Speaker At the
Rotary Club

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, March 6, 1937

IN THE Pl'BLIC LIBRARY

You A re
W itho u t a

Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
that was the time for it. Again. I
Some time ago. a resident of Port have wondered why questionnaires
Every week-day: 9 a. m. to 8 30 p. m.
Clyde wrote an article endorsing were not sent to all the fishermen
Rodney E Feyler's activities as Com along the coast two years ago; also
Prof. Robert P Tristram Coffin of j
For books are more th an books they are missioner of Sea and Shore Fisheries this year or the latter part of 1936
Bowdoin College, who holds a place
the life
i
The very heart and core of ages past.
For the benefit of those who asked
Nothing has been said to the fish
If handicaps you to use "horse and
of distinction in the field of letters The
reason why men lived, and worked
me; also those who may have ermen; nothing will be said to them
and died.
in America gave local Rotarians a
buggy" methods in a motor age. You
The essence and quintessence of their thought I wrote the article. I wish to Evidently they are a minus quantity
delightful half-hour a t their regu
lives.
state
that
I
had
nothing
to
do
with
.
when
it
comes
to
proposed
changes
needlessly w aste time and energy
—Amy Lowell
lar meeting at The Thorndike Hotel I
Two hundred and fourteen books a j it. I had Intended to keep out of the in the law. Cleveland Sleeper of
yesterday noon.
when you settle accounts in person.
picture during the early part Rockland seems to be the highliner
In introducing the poems he read. 1day. That is the average output re lobster
of 1937. but due to So many unjust in presenting lobster bills to our
|
Paying by check is as easy as
with rare charm, he amused his hear corded by the Rockland Public
proposals at the State Capitol. I Legislature. He has introduced a
ers by saying that on his first ap Library for the 23 working days of
writing, and as safe as the United
have decided to express a few of my bill asking our Legislators to grant
pearance before a group of strang- |
many
views.
the'
Commissioner
of
Sea
and
Shore
this past month. The largest daily
States mails. Your cancelled checks
ers. someone nearly always remarks. :
Of the many committee reports Fisheries the authority to change
"You don't look like a poet, you look circulation was three hundred and made at the Capitol recently, several: the present minimum measure to
prove that you paid.
fourteen and the smallest 112. This I
like a business man."
amuse me. Tire first one I refer to 1conform with the Federal law. Why
We invite you to carry a check
He then proceeded to tell his hear- 1was in spite df a holiday and an all L- this: t"Required that all resident1allow any man to be a dictator?
ers that he is, perhaps unusual as a absorbing Community Fair.
ing account with this bank. It will
fishermen obtain a license." Accord-1 I understand th at the government
poet in one other respect, in that
Incidentally the success of the ing to committee reports, this "ought has never passed such a law. Even
improve your credit standing and
he finds the inspiration for many oi library isn't being based on the num tc pass ’’ It ought not to pass! It s ] if it does, that does not make it
his poems in situations where one ber of books th a t are being loaned only one of the foolish measures pre-1 compulsory for the S tate of Maine to
b e an aid to b u sin e ss success.
But Its Court Stars W ent
would not expect to find anything ‘ It rests wholly on the number of tented to our Legislature.
likewise adopt such a law. Regardless
In Miss S tah l’s Senior English.
particularly poetic. His first poem citizens who make a return trip to
Down With Flying Colors
Another was presented a number of any Federal law. we can sell our
was a case in point. Some plumbers the library because they enjoy their of years back and passed. I refer j lobsters of the present measurement Division 1, the class has been divided
In Tournament
doing a repair job for him had left first and found what they wanted.
to the licensing of lobster fishermen. j in our own State. Surely I am not into groups—each dramatizing "As
the
Earth
Turns."
a lighted lantern near an excavation
If there ever was an injustice im in favor of this present lobster law
Camden High did not get beyond
• • • •
they had made in his front yard
posed on any body of men. it was this I prefer a 10-inch law. but th at is
WARREN
R O C K LA N D ,
CAM DEN,
U N IO N ,
V IN A L H A V E N ,
the
preliminaries in the Bates
What to read next.
Barbara Perry has been secretary
The falling snow had covered the
act. As far as licensing nonresidents out of the question.
tournament
at
Lewiston
yesterday,
this week.
Street of the Fishing Cat by Jolan Is concerned, I would be heartily in
scene in the center of which was a
As the old saying goes. “It's better to Principal Blaisdell
• • • •
but on a strange court, and facing a
mound of dirt, now white and gleam Foldes is the winning novel of the favor of it. but when it comes to late than never," but who are the
Office
boys
from
the
Junior
busi‘
$19,009
All
Nations
Prize,
sponsored
powerful quintet, acqltted itself with
licensing people who were born in sponsors of this proposed change?
ing in the lantern light. It was in
ness training classes were W illiam 1
credit. The story of the game is
that picture that he found the in by fourteen publishers and Warner this State, men who own property The very ones who fought so hard
spiration for his first poem of the Bros. Critics agree that this is in and pay a tax. then it is against all for the present law. They even had Payson. Oliver Hamlin. Paul York. thus described in the Press Herald:
it passed at a special session of Franklin Spinney. Robert McCaslin.
afternoon. Of it one could only say. deed a prize book, being an excellent laws of justice.
In the second game, Camden,
If a lobster fisherman who is al Legislature after we had beaten them Harold Bray. Richard Rising, and
exquisite He produced a laugh after character portrayal of a group of
somewhat
stage-struck at the outset,
Owen Allen.
reading the poem by saying, "I was postwar refugees in Paris, with the ready licensed to fish in what is sup at the regular session the winter
• • • •
Hungarian
family
of
Gyula
Barabas
ran
into
a
Deering team with its eyes
posed to be a free ocean, wants to buy previous.
worried about the bill I would re
Twenty-three weeks of the school
as
the
central
figures.
a
few
lobsters,
he
has
to
obtain
ano
glued
on
the
basket. After some brief
Someone (I suppose a dealer! has
ceive later. But the poem the
year are finished.
ther license to do so. Some may said that the only way the fishermen
• • • •
plumbers suggested brought me more
fiddling around, Flaherty looped two
93 Exchange Street
Haven't you often wished that you 1argue that the ocean Is not free in could »et through the depression was
than enough money for the bill.
Troop 203 held their regular Wed- fairly long shots, and Dugas followed
Not all poets are as lucky as that.
could go backstage at the Metropoli- j side the three-mile limit. Possibly it by changing the measure from 3’-» to nesday meeting at 7 p. m. Games with a close one. and Deering was off
Maine
Portland,
Other poems read by Prof Coffin tan Opera during a performance: may not be to foreigners, but it is, 3 1-16 on the back. This is absolute were played before the meeting. The to a running start.
Established 1854
ly a falsehood. Fishermen are like patrols met in their rooms and at 1 After that. Camden settled down a
portrayed familiar events on the that you could attend a rehearsal: or ■or should be. to natives.
One of the "ought-not-to-pass" re all other industrial workers. P art of first call all marched to the gym for bit. but the Purple except for brief
18-19T&Stf
farm and in rural life generally in that you could meet or come to know
his native State of Maine. His a great diva in her off-stage life? ports is that the Commissioner shall them always have their heads sub opening exercises followed by ten spurts opening the last two periods,
hearers will long remember his pic Some of these wishes can be realized not devote all of his time to the de merged and part of them have their minutes of drilling Fifteen minutes was more or less in command of the
ture of the little white church he through reading Marcia Davenport's partment. In my estimation, any | heads above water. It is true In all was spent in test passing with the situation. Camden moved up to 8 to tributed some long range gems. The BASKETBALL BATTLES
knew as a boy. and they will not soon extremely interesting new novel of Commissioner of Sea and Shore lines.
meeting in headquarters room. A 5 as the first frame ended, mainly summaries:
Lincoln 39, Thomaston 13
Deering
forget his last poem depicting a bit the career of a great opera singer Fisheries should devote his time to . If we are to have a change in our hike was planned for today if the because of a sensational dribble down
the
department
and
nothing
else.
I
lobster
measure,
here's
the
story
in
a
The
Lincoln Academy team, which
of landscape on the Coast of Maine "Of Lena Geyer." Marcia Davenport
P
weather was fair. A parents' night the floor, and scoring shot by Belyea.
F
O
0 has been making a much better show
Guests and visiting Rotarians were is the daughter of Alma Gluck and think the pay is around $300 a | nutshell: First, find out from the with a court of honor is to be held ’coupled with a long heave %y the I Mulroy. rf. rg ...... 0
0
0
2 ing at the close of the season,
Dr. C H. Jameson of Camden: Law the step-daughter of Efrem Zimbalist month. If this is true, isn* that a fishermen what they want. Don't in the near future, and all parents same player, but Flaherty. Hodgkins Hodgkins, rf .......... 1
12 pounced upon Thomaston High in
0
rence Barbour Leon Jones.. Albert certainly she ought to know inti sufficient sum to take care of a man ' ignore them and treat them as in will be invited. The troop then ad- Iand Dugas all rippled in baskets in Dugas. If ................. 5
0
10
McCarty. Joseph Emery and Kenne mately the world of music. She does and his family? If it is not. give him ■human. They have minds of their journed to the gym for games and the second chapter, in which Camden jFlaherty, c ............. 5
more. I think there is enough money own and know what they want.
closing ceremony.
0 Newcastle Thursday night, winning
0
dy Crane. Jr.
was held to one foul shot. At the McIntyre, c ........... 0
appropriated to do this.
If we are to increase our lobster
• • • •
2
2 on the three to one ratio. Reed led
half Deering was coasting in front, ISawyer, rg ............. 0
Down East: being the remarkable
Relative to the proposed change in measure, why not increase it gradu
Plans are being made for the S tate 115 to 6.
j Walsh, rg ............. 0
0 the
attack with 10 points. The
0
FARM-HOME W EEK
adventures on the briny deep and the lobster measure, evidently the ally? Why not try an addition of of Maine One-Act Play Contest, the | The crowd, decidedly with Camden jGeer, lg ................. 1
0
2 score:
ashore of Captain Isaac Drinkwater dealers are not satisfied with t h e ’ 1-16 inch every two years until we district contest for which will be held
0
0
because it was a small school making Heighe. lg .............. 0
Lincoln
Going To Be Some Big Doin's and Jedediah Peabody by Lewis measure for which they fought so , satisfy the lobster dealers. They April 9. Schools in this district a bid for recognition, cheered heartily McCann, lg ............ 0
0
0
Pendleton.
Lewis Pendleton has hard. If they are dissatisfied, and 1wanted a long time to get the present eight are Rockland High, Crosby
p
F
When They Meet At Idared to tackle the old and hack apparently they are. why have they J
when Richards, shooting from almost
measure. They should be able to High, and W arren High, with Princi
10
2
28 Reed. If ................. 4
Totals
...................
13
midfloor,
and
then
Belyea.
on
a
Orono March 29
neyed theme of tall story telling — waited three long years before think- ! wait at least part of that time for a pal Blaisdell as chairman. One play
6
0
Blake, rf ................. 3
turnabout shot, cut four points off
Camden
the theme of pure exaggeration, com ing of a change? I have often won- ' new proposed change.
a
from each district will be chosen to the Purple s lead in the third period,
0
Weeks, rf ............. 3
Details of the program arranged
bined this time with the Maine dia dered why nothing was done two years
Sydney H Davis
G
9
compete in a semi-final contest on bringing the count to 15 to 10. But
1
P Hildebrand, c ......... 4
for the annual Farm and Home Week lect and the special twist of the I ago. If we were to have a change j
Port Clyde. March 5
or before April 17. The winners of that was as close as it was to get. Wadsworth, rf ...... 0
0
0
1 Walker, c ................ 0
at the University of Maine have been
Maine coast scene. Two old codgers
the semi-finals will compete In a After that. Camden's guards com Bartlett, rf ...
2
0
0 Jones, l g .................. 1
announced by Prof Maurice D. Jones,
in the Penobscot Bay region begin ject are Elements of Diesel Engineer-1
6 Lewis, rg ................. 1
MILTON S. DICK
state contest at Bowdoin College May pletely lost Dugas, who stood by the Richards, If ...
0
chairman of the committee in charge
writing stories to the local newspaper ing by Adams; Blue Series: Combus-!
8th. Two plays will be chosen a t the basket and dropped in sucker shots Fairbrother. If
......... 2
0
1 Clunie. rg
of the four-day affair, which opens
bragging about their respective tion Engine Fuels and Heat. Station
Funeral services for Milton 6 Dick State contest to go to the New Eng
6
Belyea, c ............... - 3
March 29
right
and
left,
made
easy
by
some
,
i
grandfathers. Lewis Pendleton now ary Diesel Engines. Diesel Engine were held from his iate residence. land contest a t Pawtucket. R. I..
39
18
More than 160 speakers, most of
flashy Deering passing as Sawyer. Fogg, c
of New York was formerly of Cam Details and Management.
Clegg, c
May
14
and
15.
67
Waldo
avenue.
Thursday
aft
them members of the combined staff den.
Flaherty
and
Mulroy,
coming
in
Thomaston
• • • •
• • •
of the Maine Agricultural Experi
again late after being hurt by a first Dickens, rg .............. 0
• • ■■
P
F
New- books recently received and on ernoon. Aurora Lodge of Masons
G
31
Teachers and classmates of Ethel
Marriner,
ment Station, the Maine Extension
conducting its ritual services. Rev. Hayes have been pleased to her from period bump, fed him bounce passes. Nash, lg
6
order
are:
......
2
2
0
j
Merrill.
If
A delightful bit of reading is found
Service, and the College of Agricul
At the end, with Deering raising jts
0
2
Only Let Me Live. Colver; Four C. H. Olds officiated. The bear her in her new location at 1000
_ ■Day. rf .... ............ 1
m
Not
Under
Forty
by
Willa
Cather
ture. will participate. Gov. Lewis O
lead. Flaherty circled the Camden
Marys. Lea; As Long As I Live. Lor ers were Earle B. Smith, Benjamin Larchmont avenue, Upper Darby.
0
0
17 ! Jealous, rf ............... 0
Totals ................... 7
3
Barrows is to speak at the banquet In these essays about people she has
defense twice for sharp angle shots
0
ing; Theatre. Maugham; Let Me Die Philbrook. Wilbur Fogg and Cap-,. Pa. She is attending Haverford High
j Young, c ................... 0
0
Referees:
Millett
and
Flaherty.
met
or
known.
Miss
Cather
reveals
Thursday evening, followed by M. L.
that dropped perfectly, and then j
4
Tuesday. Miller; Bread Into Roses. John Bernet. Camps and Auxilaries School, of 700 pupils, with only
0
| Elwell, lg ................. 2
Wilson. Undersecretary of Agriculture, i her own literary preferences and
Deering s coach. Jack Cottrell, hauled j
Norris; Murdered: One by One of US.W.V. from various parts of the sophomores, juniors, and seniors.
1
... 0
1
The
Calista
Morrill,
Capt.
Stuart
,
Anderson,
lg
ideals.
Flaubert's
niece,
the
widow
of Washington. D. C. President
out most ot his regulars and finished 1
Deeding; Cards On the Table. Chris State were represented, accompanied She has only three subjects, short
0
0
..... 0
Ames.
Is
undergoing
repairs
to
her
j
Upham,
rg
Arthur A. Hauck
will speak of James T Fields, and Sarah Orne
the fray with a second team in com
Jewett are some of the people and a tie; Door Between. Queen: Unseen: by Department Commander Richard hand. typewriting, and English and plete charge.
hull.
on "Your Interest in the University
Terhune;
Sudden
Bill
Dorn
Gregory
attends
school
from
9
a.
m.
until
12
12
ODonnell and staff, and Department
Dean Arthur I, Deering of the Col final chapter is on realism in fiction.
Camden's shooting, from outside,
Crucible. Williams: Civil Service, President Margaret Fogg and staff. noon. There are two graduations a
Referee—Wotton.
PUBLIC NOTICE
V
•
•
•
was good, but its attack was slow,
lege of Agriculture I to be toastmas
Handbook.
To Owners of Buildings Herelngfter
The floral tributes were numerous and year, and swimming and dancing seemingly halted by the big floor.
A book now competing with "Gone
ter at the banquet.
Described:
• • • •
classes
are
among
the
extra-cur
In accordance with Section 36 of
very beautful.
Time and again it was caught back Chapter
Authorities from land-grant col With the Wind" in popularity is HowA tliird copy of “Gone With The
26 of the Revised Statutes, you
ricular activities.
The
deceased
was
born
in
Star
City,
To
Win
Friends
and
Influence
People
leges throughout New England and
of the middle line on the 10 second are hereby notified that the delaptdated :
Wind has been added to our collec-'
• • • •
The following committer on Towns
wooden
buildings
located at Number 14
the Northeast are to speak, and a half by Dale Carnegie. A genuine interest , tion to meet the demand of this Indiana, and was married Oct. 5. 1909.
At the Student Council meeting. rule, and often Just got the ball and 16 Sea Street Place; Number 11 will give a public hearing In Its rooms
to
Emma
C
Feyler
of
this
city.
He
Holmes Street and Number 3 Achorn at the State House. In Augusta,
dozen representatives of the U S De in the other fellow and a recognition - stirring drama of the Civil War and
Monday, plans were made to have across the white marker in time. Street,
all In the City of Rockland, are
MARCH 9. 1:30 P M
is survived by his wife; a sister.
partment of Agriculture are listed of his need for a sense of personal Reconstruction in the South.
AN ACT to Annex Hurricane Island to
each class contribute $25 toward new Deering played slowiy in spots, try  claimed to be dangerous and constitute
Myrtle
Dells
of
Baltimore;
and
a
a
nuisance
You
are
further
notified
the
Town
of Vlnalhaven
28-lt
ing a waiting game that was ideal th at a public hearing thereon will be
James C. Farmer of South Newbury. importance arc tw’o of the factors
Rockland Bublic Library.
band and orchestra uniforms.
The following committee on Ways t i
brother.
Warren
Dick,
of
Winnetka,
stressed
in
this
practical
guide
for
•
*
•
•
J
for
the
tournament
inasmuch
as
it
had. by the Municipal Officers of Rock , Bridges will give a public hearing In Its
N. H . lecturer of the National Grange
Books—Inf orma t ion—.Service.
land at the City Council Room in said rooms a t the State House In Augusta.
Illinois.
The annual sight and hearing tests gave the players opportunities to rest. Rockland,
is to speak Wednesday evening, which pleasing people in business and socie
on the fifth day of April. A
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 10 at 2 P M
Mr.
Dick
came
here
from
El
Centro,
ty.
Examples
are
cited
of
the
suc
D
1937. at seven o'clock In the after
For
Deering.
Flaherty
and
Dugas
will be given all pupils next week.
On the following S P 377—iL. D 618
is set aside as Grange night.
noon,
at
which
time
and
place
you
mayAn
Act to aid Unimproved Rural Roads
Calif., in March. 1926 and had since
• • • •
stood out. Flaherty for some excellent i appear an(| make objection if you see Traversed
A wood-chopping contest marks cesses or failures of-famous people
by Rural Letter Carriers.
■
established
the
Rockland
Welding
Schoolmates
and
teachers
of
Edwin
in
their
daily
contacts
with
others.
shot
blocking,
and
Dugas
for
accur'
fit.
why
an
order
of
disposal
of
said
H
P 1384 in favor of St. George H.
the opening of the program and an 
,
.,
_
_
buildings
should
not
be
made
P.
1395
In
favor of Town of Hope 28-29
Works where he was engaged in busi Tyler of South Thomaston are very ate heaving in the jams. Sawyers
Dated at Rockland, this first day of
other entertainment feature brings Frankly a popular, inspirational
The following committee on Claims
ness
for
the
past
11
years.
He
served
sorry
to
learn
th
a
t
he
will
not
return
book
Author
conducts
courses
in
ef
will
give
a
public hearing In Its rooms
shooting
was
off.
but
both
he
and
March,
a
.
d
1937
the program to a close Thursday eve
LEFOREST A THURSTON.Mayor
at the State House. In Augusta.
in the City Government as alderman to school this year due to ill health. Geer did some smart back court work
LEWIS R CATES
ning. when the annual Farm and fective speaking and applied psy
FRIDAY. MARCH 12, at 2 P M
fc ♦ • •
JOHN BERNET.
H P 1242 Resolve to Reimburse the
two years. He was interested in fish
to break up Camden's more or less
Home Week old fashoned dance chology.
MAURICE F LOVEJOY.
Town of Camden for Burial Expenses
Principal
Blaisdell
has
announced
• * * •
RAYMOND C. PERRY
hit or miss attack.
for W inthrop Lane.
28-30
Garages in Louisville are still do- ing. hunting and the outboard motor
takes place.
WILLIAM J. SULLIVAN,
The following committee on County
Belyea. though covered smartly by
You should find special interest in I ing thriving business, driving mud -ports, being one of the chief factors the following report from the Ninth
Special programs have been a r
MARCELLUS M CONDON.
Estimates
will
give
a
public
hearing
In
Annual Kippy Karnival: seniors, the Deering defense, turned in some
out of cylinders . . . New Jersey
HARRY L LEVENSELER
Its rooms at the State House. In Augusta.
ranged under the following topic.1: these since they have been a n  dealers said to have fewer used cars in promoting several regattas which
Municipal Offtcers City of Rockland
TUESDAY, MARCH 9. at 7:30 P M.
$72 23; juniors, $51.75; sophomores. i excellent shots, while Richards
Attest: E R Keene. City Clerk
Home industries vegetable growing nounced the winners of the National than dealers of any other state . . . were held in thus vicinity. He was
On the County Estimates of Knox and
$35 46; freshmen. . 1 80; dance. $35; played a g(xxj door gamc and con28-S-34
'
Lincoln
Counties.
28-lt
widely
traveled,
having
visited
all
ot
Verne
FORD
sells
STUDEBAKERS
Book
Awards.
sweet corn production, roadside mar
The Most Distinguished Biography. at AUBURN, Calif. . . . State of the United States except Louisiana, total receipts. $266 24; expenses. $50;
keting. soil fertility, small fruit pro
Washington seems likely to adopt
"An American Doctor's Odyssey." compulsory inspection . . . last year and having spent six months abroad. junior play, $201.10; total profit.
duction. pasture improvement, poul
At the time of his death he was $417.34.
the U. S. registered 3,404,497 new
try, farm credit, floriculture, tourist by Victor Heiser.
cars
.
.
.
trucks
set
all
time
record
i
junior
vice commander of the Depart
The
Most
Distinguished
General
homes and potato production and
At the Junior High assembly Wed
with 611,647 new units registered ment of Maine, United Spanish War
Non-Fiction.
marketing.
nesday morning, under the direction
. . . E. L. Cord has been re-elected
"Flowering of New England.' by- chairman of board, Auburn . . . Veterans, and did much to promote of Miss Thompson and the leadership
Certificates honoring four outstand
Van
W.vck Brooks.
Ford of England adds 100,000 sq. ft. the activities of the local Camp. He of Barbara McCartney, an entertain
ing farmers and homemakers will be
to plant . . . New Jersey legislators was, in fact, a diligent worker at all
The Most Distinguished Novel.
awarded Tuesday evening by President
have plan for diverting $8,000,000 gatherings of patriotic organizations. ment was presented by these pupils
"Gone
With
The
Wind,
'
by
Mar
Hauck on behalf of the University of
CLEANSING A N D DYEING
motor taxes this year, unless some
as colonial maids: Barbara Cunning
body heads them off . . . Studebaker Mr. Dick belonged to Lakewood Lodge ham, Margaret Kent, "Love's Old
Maine and the Maine Farm Bureau garet Mitchell.
celebrated its 85th birthday this of Masons in California, and King
Runners-Up—
Federation. Henry N MacCracken.
Sweet Song" by Barbara Black
Biography—Heads and Tales, by month , . . coronation colors—crown Solomon's Temple Chapter, R.A.M.
president of Vassar College, Pough
violin solo by Shirley McKenney. ,
pearl, English scarlet, royal crim
keepsie, N. Y is to speak on this oc Malvina Hoffman.
son, knight’s blue, regal purple
piano solo by Dorothy Kennedy.;
Non-Fiction — Inside Europe, by ' among them—will be popular car
casion. Complete program* of Farm
MOUNT PLEASANT
musical reading by Dorothy Tibbetts. >
| colors this spring . . . wives and husand Home Week are free on request John Gunther.
Vivian Falla, minuet by Jennie
]
bands
at
home
are
worst
sufferers
Novel—The Last Puritan.
by
Gordon S. Smith of West Rock Thompson and Lucy Thompson. The
to the College of Agriculture, Orono,
i in Detroit “sit-down” . . . but the
George Santayana.
Maine.
1 strikers said that even sitting down port went Thursday to Hornell, second part of the program was a
gets to be work after awhile . . . and N. Y . where he has employment as lea party which took place shortly
Up-to-date material in solving your pretty silly, too.
inspector of general construction after the famous Tea Party.
Edward Ladd, a sophomore in the
• • • •
with U. S. Engineers. Mrs. Smith
college of Arts and Sciences, o f ; radio difficulties or for the hobbyBEAU TIFULLY CLEANED
A Senior High and Junior High
and daughter Cynthia will remain at
Rockland, is a member of the "morn seeker will be found in the new books
faculty meeting was held Monday
■their home here.
ing" subcommittee of the Maine Dav Modern Radio Servicing; Radio Field
Maurice, Philip and Joyce Carroll afternoon, at which time Mr. Bowden
Committee. The program for the oc Service Data by Ghirardi also Radio
children of H. M. Carroll, are con reviewed in a very Interesting m an
casion, replacing the old “Bag scrap." Physics -Course by Ghirardi.
ner a new book, "American Life and
• ♦• •
valescing from measles.
is now devoted to cleaning the col
Mr and Mrs. G. S. Smith and the School Curriculum" by Dr. H ar
In the Mechanical World the Die
lege campus, repairing and painting
ingredients of Vicks VapoRub.
daughter Cynthia recently returned old Rugg. professor of education at
and cleaning in the university build sel Engine is the ever important sub
28 II
Hollis Center where Mr Smith Columbia University, and well known
ings and other useful, constructive ject and such material has been
icks ough rop from
author of social science textbooks.
has
been
employed.
much
In
demand
New
on
the
subwork.
C. WINIFRED COUGHLIN, Librarian
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Every-Other-Day

TA L K OF THE TOW N
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
March 8 IBasketball)—Rockland vsj
Thomaston, at Thomaston.
March 8—Owls Head—town meeting.
March 8—Shakespeare Society meets
with Mrs. Henry Bird.
March 8—Camden—/Town meeting In
Opera House
March 8—Cushing—Town meeting.
March 10 — Waldoboro — Meeting of
Junior Garden Club.
March 10 — Rockport — Garden Club
meets with Mrs. Mary Spear. Camden
road.
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Putnam P Bicknell Is on a trip to
Georgia in the interest of the Bicknell
Manufacturing Co.
BANK STOCKS

Aurora Lodge worked the fellowcraft degree on one candidate Wed
nesday night, and the Cleanup degree
on Alfred Church's baked haddock
supper.

INSURANCE STOCKS
KEYSTONE

FUNDS

INCORPORATED INVESTORS
CENTRAL MAINE POWER PREFERREDS

An illustrated lighting program
will be conducted next Thursday eve
ning a t the lUniversalist vestry by
Miss Susanne Miller of the Central
THE WEATHER
Maine Power Co. staff. A lamp will
Whoever advertised for winter got be given away.
a response this morning when the
The Rockland Welding Works,
northwest wind swept over Dodges
Mountain, bringing with it a zero established some years ago by the late
temperature. This partially satisfies M. S. Dick, will continue along the
the “seasonals," although there may excellent lines laid down by him, with
be some regrets left because the Elmer E. Heal as manager. Its well
ground is practically bare and the equipped plant is located at 676 Main
plumbers have no frozen water pipes street.
to thaw out. Two weeks from today
The Islesboro ferry boat is at the
is the first day of spring.
Rice shipyard, East Boothbay, being
American Legion Auxiliary meets lengthened 25 feet. To accomplish
this the boat has been severed in
Monday at 7:30 in Legion hall.
two places. The beat will be ready
Mrs. Elizabeth Newman who has for service again by the early or
been suffering from pneumonia, is middle part of April.
improving and able to sit up in bed.
Judge Ned Sm ith of Detroit is blind,
National Reemployment office re but he has bowled a candlcpin string
ports several openings for housekeep of 167 and has averaged 100 this sea
son. Some of the local bowlers (and
ers, and awaits applications.
possibly some of those which belong
Ernest House of House-Sherman, i to O. V. Drew's stable at Vinalhaven)
Inc., has been attending the Electrcal might try bowling with their eyes
Trades Show in Boston this week. shut. You cannot tell what might
A visit to various factories was one of happen.
the features.
A motor car driven by Walter
Grace Chapter O H S of Thomas Staples was in collision Monday
ton has extended an invitation to morning with one driven by William
Golden Rod Chapter to be their Leonard of Owl s Head. The accident
guests Wednesday. March 10. Supper occurred at the intersection of Dex
ter street and Route No. 1. Mr. Leon
will be served at 6.30.
ards car was badly damaged. Staples
E. H. Philbrick asks when the first was arraigned before Judge Z. M.
paving was laid on Main street. We Dwinal and fined costs of court.
believe that Fred W. Wight was a
Friends and members of Ruth May
member of the Board of Aldermen at
hew Tent, D.U.V., are invited to
that time and can furnish the par
play beano at the home of Mrs. Lizzie
ticulars.
French, Rankin street. Monday night.
Charter members of Miriam Re
bekah Lodge. I.OOF.. were represent
ed at Tuesday night's roll call by
Oliver B Lovejoy. The roll call was
responded to by 58 members, while a
number of others responded by letter
or proxy.

Page Three

MASSACHUSETTS INVESTORS TRUST
QUARTERLY INCOME SHARES
SUPERVISED

fiin r n lit E

WALDO THEATRE

The Log Cabin Filling Station has
been completely renovated and re
modeled. The equipment has been'
brought up to standard, making it a i
complete service station. Our service!
is the same as required by Standard
Oil specifications. You may be sure
when you stop here.—adv.
Not only the sound Of the instru*
ments in the band is heard on the
new Philco radio, but the true quality
of tone of every instrument from the
piccolo to the bass drum is brought
out In Its true sense Maine Music
Co.
28tf

Sermon on a G reat Theme

SATURDAY. MARCH 6

The Rockland Lions should take a
leaf from the notebook of their up
river brethren, the Belfast Lions. The
latter club stands second in the en 
tire country for new members taken j
in recently. Chicago leads and In - •
dianapolis is third. The Belfast mem
bership contest has been in progress
seven months.

“CRIMINAL LAW YER”
LEE TRACY,
MARGOT GRAHAME
SUNDAY, M ARCH 7

Matinee a t 230. Evening a t Eight
MIRIAM HOPKINS,
GERTRUDE LAWRENCE

“MEN A R E NOT GODS”
Benefit Red Cross Flood Relief
.MON.-TUES., M ARCH 8-9

Evening a t Eight

“Valiant Is the Word For
Carrie”
GLADYS GEORGE.
ARLINE JUDGE
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 10
BANK NIGHT

Evening at Eight
JOHN WAYNE,

Herbert Patrick, chief field execui tive; and Willis J. Furtwengler, as! sistant field executive, will attend a
meeting of committeemen and scout
masters at the High School building
next Thursday night to superintend
th e formation of a district organiza
tion which will comprise Boy Scout
troops from Rockland, Warren,
Union, Thomaston. Camden and W al- |
doboro. Refreshments will be served

JEAN ROGERS

About 50 years ago the Metho
dist Church of Rockland enter
tained the E astern Maine Confer
ence I can n o t remember the
name of the B ishop who presid
ed. but on Sunday he delivered, in
the Farwell O pera House, a ser
mon on the "Atonement of Jesus
Christ." For h alf a century the
greatness of th a t sermon has re
mained in my memory. A sermon
has to be great to impress a boy
and abide like th a t.
Since then I have heard only
two sermons directly on this
theme. Once, a year ago, when
Dr. Kagawa spoke to a capacity
audience in th e Portland City
Hall. From my seat I could un
derstand only about two words in
ten the great Japanese Christian
spoke but, even so, I realized it
meant a vastly different thing to
him than to som e of the cultured
ministers who sa t with him and
listened to every word.
The atonem ent meant to him
all. It was th e one understand
able, fundamental of his faith. A
few weeks ago m y pastor preached
on the Atonement. He mentioned
that there were 34 theories, con
cerning Christ's atonement for sin
“Discard them all, if you will," he
said, “the g reat basic fact remains
that on th e Cross came at-onement or attu n em en t with God."
My father to ld me Horace Bush
nell s view best satisfied his mind
but the A tonem ent itself was the
very center of his long ministry.
Let us this w inter examine the
fact of the atonement and its
bearing on us. Simply, as Chris
tian children may.
W illiam A. Holman

Springtime is just around the corner, why not buy or
build a home? It's a great satisfaction in owning your own
place. ..I’ll make a small bet that your home needs painting.

There is nothing that keeps a house in good shape like paint.
And how about the shingles? New heating plant or bath
room? The Rockland Loan & Building Association is at
your service. We want your business and we have the
money to do all the things I have mentioned, repair or build.
Perhaps your present rent would pay for a home. A fair
down payment plus a co-operative loan is now making home
owners of former renters. We have a man in our employ
that will gladly call and talk things over.
Investigate this low cost plan. You can’t beat our system.

ROCKLAND LOAN & BUILDING ASSN.
18
TELEPHO NE

SCHOOL

430

STREET

ROCKLAND

The nominating committee of th e j
R O C K LA N D
Knox County Fish & Game Associa
Evening at Eight
tion dined at The Thorndike Hotel
SHIRLEY TEMPLE.
last
night, and then named a slate of
GARY COOPER
officers to be voted upon at the a n 
“Little Miss Marker”
nual meeting in Union next Friday
FREE Matinee to all children un
night. The session was delayed
Services a t P ra tt Memorial Me
der 12 years who are accompanied
somewhat by the failure to locate thodist Church on Sunday will start
by an adult. 230 o'clock.
the chairman, who had retired for with The Friendly Men's Bible Class but indispensable Command." The
S A T U R D A Y , M ARCH 13
the night under the impression that at 9:30 a. m. At th e 10:30 service the music will include an anthem by the
Matinee 230. Evening 7 and 9
the meeting was a week later.
Lords 6upper will be observed. choir and a vocal solo by Mrs. Evelyn
“The Captain’s Kid”
Special music will be rendered by the Spencer Church School will meet at
G U Y K IB B E E
S Y B IL JASON
This notifies inquiring Educational
vested choir. T h e Baraca Class and 11:45; the Children s World Crusade .
Club members that they may procure the church school will convene at at 4 p. m.; junior C. E. at 5:15 and
Capt. Alf. Chapman of the Maine i at the Chamber of Commerce the
noon. Miss Amy G. Sherman will senior C. E. at 6:15. Praise service
State Prison who has undergone valuable pamphlets referred to by Miss
have charge of th e Epworth League and sermon at 7:15, the topic being
conslderable h« * IlnB
he was viola Hayden of the State Education at 6:30 p m. Evening worship comes 'T en Men With One Plea." The I
defeated In the recent four-man department when she spoke on "Voice
at 7:30 with a special program pre music will include selections by the I
match at Warden Johnson's resi Abuse and Correct Use." They con
sented by th e young people of the choir and the orchestra and an ins- i
dence, rises to remark that when Dow sist of Bibliography, helps in public
trumental duet by the Harper sisters j
Kings Heralds Band.
gave out the details of that cribbage speaking, breathing, and sentence ex
Communion will be observed at the |
• • • •
match he evidently forgot the "per ercises in correct pronunciations, and
At St. Peter's Church iEpiscopal) 1 close of the service. Prayer meeting i
sonal differences'' which have existed are free to members, promoting an
Rev.
E O. Kenyon, rector, services Tuesday evening at 7:30.
between them. Also there Is that effective speaking voice. More copies
• • • ■
little matter of his still being two will be at G AR. hall next meeting. for tomorrow will be appropriate for
At the Universalist Church Sun- ,
the fourth S unday In Lent: Matins
grimes ahead of Dow. Will this March 19.
at 7:10; Holy Communion at 7:30; day morning. Dr. Lowe will preach j
"prison outbreak" cause the ram
one more sermon, on the subject t h a t 1
bunctious Rockportian to subside, or
Supper will be served at the Con church school a t 9:30; Holy Euchar
aroused so much interest two weeks
will it merely fan the flames? Tune gregational vestry next Wednesday at ist and sermon a t 10:30; Stations of
ago, “The Kingdom of Heaven On
in on this station next Tuesday to 6 15 with Mrs. Vivian Hewett ch air the Cross at 4 p. m. Daily celebration
Earth." Some points necessarily left i
of
the
Holy
Communion
at
7:30
exanswer..
learn the
man There will be special additions
cept Monday an d Saturday. Daily at loose ends will be cleared up.
to the regular menu. The assisting
BORN
vespers at 5 p. m. except Thursday Interested citizens will not want to
committee
will be Mrs. Robert Jewell.
March
4.
to
BIRD -A t Knox Hospital.
and Saturday which will be at 7:30 miss this last sermon on this vital
a
son.
Bird.
Mrs.
J.
E.
Bradstreet
Mrs.
Victor
Mrs
Theodore
Mr and
theme. Church School session at
Lawrence Allan.
Ramsdell. Mrs H A Buffum. Miss Rev. William Berger will be the
RICHARDS—At Camden. March 2 to
preacher ot Vespers on Thursday 9:30 a. m. at noon Mrs. Glovers
daughAda
Young.
Mrs.
Cleveland
Sleeper
Mr and :Mrs Victor Richards, a
Church school service on Saturday at Class at her residence and Dr. Lowe's
i ter. Linda Chloe
j BLACKi NGTOn At_Camdm March 1. Jr., Mrs. W 8. Cameron. Mrs. Earl 1:30. The public is welcome.
Class in the church parlor Alpha
Perry.
Miss
Eleanor
Bird
Miss
F
ra
n

to Mr and Mrs Edward Blarklngton,
Omega young people's society in the
•
•
•
•
a daughter
ces Chatto. Mrs. Bertram White, Mr.'
YOUNG—At Gray Rocks Pleasant Point i
A chance to get lirst hand infor vestry at 7:00 p m Subject. How to
March 5. to Mr and Mrs Walter George Wood. Mrs John Rossnagel.
mation
as to conditions in our S tate make Friends. Leader Miss Marion
Young, a son. Dennis Roger
Butch Wooster, the Rockland m itt- will be given a t the First Baptist Harvey.
THURS.-FRI., MARCH 11-12

DIED
WINCHENBACH—At Thomaston. March
6. E K Wlnchenbach. aged 75 years.
Funeral Tuesday at 2 o'clock from
residence. 29 Knox street.
PHILBROOK—At Togus. March 4 Adelbert T. Philbrook. aged 55 years. 2
months. 2 days
Funeral today at
12:30 from Cushing Funeral Home.
Thomaston. Interm ent In Owls Head
SWEETLAND — At Somerville. Mass .
March 2. Louis E Sweetland. a native
of Rockport, aged 76 years.
ROBBINS — At Thomaston. March 5.
Alma, wife of Guy A Robbins, aged
61 years. 9 months. 12 days
BRYANT—At North Yarmouth March
5. Oliver S Bryant, formerly of Union,
aged 78 years. 4 months. 18 days.
Funeral Sunday at 2 o'clock from
Walnut Hill Church. North Yarmouth
F IS H -i\t Camden. March 5, Judson C.
Fish, aged 76 years, 1 month. 5 days.
CARD

OF

THANKS

slinger who has won many battles
since he made his appearance in the
local ring found himself outmatched
last night when he appeared in the
main bout opposite the veteran Sailor
U tah of Bangor. There was no let
up on Wooster's part; it was simply a
case of going against a better man
Jack Courtney, another Bangor en 
try, did not fare so well, for he did
not last quite two rounds against
Cracker Favreau. The latter smiling
ly, cut another notch in his stick,
which is beginning to have a good
many teeth in it. Jack O'Brien made
his reappearance in the ring and
showed flashes of his old form, which
once gave him the reputation of be
ing a classy boy in the ring. His op
ponent last night was Joe Mardell of
Bangor. It wasn't altogether a good
night for the Bangor stable, as Flash
Porter knocked out Joe Burke of
Bangor.

I wish to thank all those who gave
assistance In so many ways and were
so kind during my recent bereavement:
for the ears loaned for our use. and for
the beautiful flowers.
Mrs. Emma Dick
Quiet and unassuming In manner,
ever kindly and helpful, the whole com
munity Is saddened by her loss. In
CARD OF THANKS
our Chapter room now Is her passing
We wish to express our heartfelt
most keenly felt, and her memory will thanks to all who by words or deeds
always be enshrined for she was one of expressed their sympathy In our recent
the most active and loyal members
bereavement, to all who rent flowers, to
8he was a Past Matron of the Order, the bearers: Maynard Brown. George
and for eleven years had been our j Fish. Leslie Hall, and Howard Proctor.
Treasurer.
to Dr Tuttle, Rev Weston Holman.
Surrounded by friends and neighbors Mrs Good and Mr. Lalte
In the home she loved so well, and amid \ Mr. and Mrs Herbert A Stanley and
profusion of flowers, the members of daughter. Mr. and Mrs. Zulnglius C.
o r(jer attended the Funeral, and Gurney and family.
orted her to her last resting place. I
«»corted
am sure we all felt—
CARD OF THANKS
That when she passed, we think there
I wish to express my sincere thanks to
went
Mystic Rebekah Lodge for the Valentine
A soul to yonder firmament.
Box. fruit and cards to Warren Grange.
So white, so splendid, and so fine
_
__
the Dorcas Circle o f Kings Daughters. |
It came almost to God's
design
Therefore be It rscolved: Tha°t t h i s ! the Help One Another Circle of Kings
chapter lecognlzlng her worth and Daughters, and all my many friends who
service expresses deepest regret a t her have remembered me with fruit, flowers, j
passing, that these resolutions be spread cards, gifts and other acts of kindness
upon our records and a copy of the same I have received. I am also appreciative
be sent the members of her family, tljat of the kindnesses of the doctors and
they may know we will ever treasure and nurses of the Pettaplece Hospital, and |
Mr and Mrs. M L Keene of Camden
revere her memory
fullowlng my accident In Camden. Dec
EVA G SLEEPER.
27, 1936.
ISABELLE JACKSON.
Laura G Routnson 1
ELIZABETH BABB,
Committee on Resolutions

SERMONETTE

The meeting of the Sunshine So. ciety to have been held Monday has
| been postponed owing to the illness
' of Mrs. Minnie Miles.

Matinee 230. Evening 7 and 9

ments on the Humicrib (commonly
With spring around the corner.
known as incubator) which the Auxi
Coach Charlie Dyer (formerly of
liary bought last year. Reservations
St. George) issued a call for baseball
may be made or tickets secured from
candidates at Hebron Academy this
any member of the committee: Mrs.
week. Although there are only two
Freeman F. Brown, chairman. Mrs.
veterans returning from last year's
M. E. Wotton, Mrs. Arthur Elliot.
nine, namely Charles Arbor of RumMrs. Marie Singer, Mrs. J. Fred
„ . .. ,,
..
ford and Fred V. Maloon of Belmont,
Knight, Mrs William A. Glover. Mrs. „
„
, „
,
.. . .
_»«...
_____ : M
Isador Gordon.
Mrs.u _____
Harry „Berman
[ ass, Coach Dwyer states that his
, new outfield and infield material is
Mrs. Almon Cooper. Mrs. Annabel
very promising. While the Hebron
Berry, Mrs. Lester Sherman, Mrs
. . .
. . . . .
. ,
schedule
is not complete, it is certain
Carrie Palmer. Mrs. Clara Smith
that
the
Big
Green
will
meet
their
Mrs. E E. Stoddard Mrs. Maurice
Lovejoy. Mrs. Arthur Lamb. Mrs. old rivals. Kent's Hill. Higgins, and
Stewart Orbeton and Mrs. Edna Mc Exeter, as well as the Maine and
Colby Frosh during the season.
Kinley. Union.
One of the outstanding players among
The Rockland Coal Company com the 50 men who reported as candi
pleted its ice harvest yesterday a n d ’ dates is Sam Glover, the Rockland
established an old-time record by boy who flashed brilliantly in High
putting into Its house no ice thicker School and Twilight League baseball.
than 10 inches. This of course was
The Ladies’ Aid of the Littlefield
due to the abnormal mildness of the
winter weather. Fifteen-inch ice is Memorial Church will hold a public
what most of the dealers, desire, but supper and Uncle Ezra entertainment
there seemed no prospect of such at in the vestry, Wednesday, March 10.
28*29
Chickawaukie Lake this season, and at 6 30.
William Sansom head of the concern,
You never think of tlie cost of your
expressed doubt if a complete harvest
could have been made without the radio when you listen to your new
use of night work under electric Phllco—you enjoy it. You pride
lights. The maximum thickness ot yourself in your good judgment —
28tf
ice harvested by this old concern was Maine Music Co.
36 inches, and that must have been
R E S O L U T IO N S O F R E S P E C T
some frigid winter. The total amount
Once again our chain Is broken, and
of ice harvested by the Rockland Coa'. It Is with sincere and deepest sorrow we
record the passing of our beloved sister
Company was 2500 tons.
Ethel M. Harrington.
Dr. Saul Pollsner having recovered
from his recent severe illness, has
resumed his practice.—adv.

fflr fia r

New Meadows Inn, famous shore
dinner resort outside of Bath was
| burned yesterday. Hundreds of Knox
County residents had dined there
MAINE'S LITTLE RADIO CITY" during the past 38 years. A modern
structure will replace the old build
TELEPHONE WALDOBORO 100
ing.

“CONFLICT”

Ralph Ulmer Camp and Auxiliary
will hold a meeting Wednesday night
at 7.30. The Auxiliary will serve a
6 o'clock supper with Mrs. Adah
Roberts and Mrs Helen Paladino cochairman Mrs Jessie Wall will be
in charge of the beano game and a
business session will follow.
___
At the annual meeting of the Civil
War Memorial Association held at ness session.
Grand Army hall Tuesday, these
Llewellyn P Newbert is paying
officers were elected: President, I.
Leslie Cross; vice president, Mrs. much attention to his left wrist these
Millie Thomas; clerk. Edward K. days, for the reason that it is graced
handsome wrist watch which
Gould; treasurer. Mrs. Mae B. Reed; by the
a w ard^”him'toy the O^ton-Fisher
auditor. Henry C. Chatto; trustees, A. was
W. Marsh. Mrs. Eliza Plummer. Mrs. Tobacco Co. of Louisville, Ky., for
Harry French and Mrs. Doris Ames, f i t t i n g to Bob Newhall. Station
_____
, WLW, Cincinnati, the best question
The Knox Hospital Ladles' A uxill-! in the line of sporU' HU qUestlOn
1u .’ qc “UThv woe P p n rv nhaziw icc
ary’ is sponsoring a card party at the
Bok Home Wednesday, at 7:30. The | known as The Father of Baseball?'
proceeds will be used towards pay Do you know?

IN THE CHURCHES

Investments
Rockland,
Maine
Tel.
500

Mrs. French will be assisted toy Eliza
Plummer. Proceeds will be used for
, the floral fund w»>ich Is greatly depleted due to the prevalent illness and
loss of honored Comrades. All are
welcome.
Huntley-Hill Post and Auxiliary
met this week, the auxiliary conferrin«
degrce on two candidates.
Mrs. Blanche McDonnell and Mrs.
Mary Skinner. It was voted to change
the date of meetings to the 2 and
4 Monda>s
the month, the first to
be a business meeting and the sec' ond to take a social form for both
orders. The Post joined the AuxMary fcr buffet lunch after the busi-

SHARES

Warren

AM BULA NC E SERVICE

■
R ussell fu n e r a l H om e

I

TEL.
CLAREM ONT 8T„

EOCKLAND

08tf

Church Sunday morning when Rev.
Fredrick S m ith of the Christian
Civic League of Maine will be the
speaker. T he church school with
classes for all ages will meet at the
noon hour. T he Endeavor's Inspira
tion Hour will open at 6 oclock. with
Ansil Young as the leader. The
people's evening service will open at
7:15 with th e prelude and big sing,
assisted by th e organ, piano and the
choir. The th ird pre-Easter sermon
will be given by Mr. MacDonald on
the subject: "T he Results of C al
vary." The happy prayer and praise
meeting will be held on Tuesday
evening a t 7:15.

Modernize w ith

P H IL C O
AU TO M ATIC TU N IN G
A dem onstration o f th e n e w P h ilco
1 0 X w ill prove to y o u h o w modern
radio can he! O ne tw ir l an d " C lick . . .
th e re's yo u r statio n !" — tu n ed instantly,
p erfectly, w ith a u to m a tic accuracy.
A n d w ith such featu res as P h ilco f'ore ig n Tu ning S ystem , C o lo r D ia l, In- '
d in e d Sounding B oard , it’s o n e o f the
best-perform ing o f th e n e w Philco*!
*Sotd only with Philco Iligh-Ftficirncy
A tr ia l Io m u r e g r ta ltil foreign reception.

EASY TERMS -LIBERAL ALLOWANCES

Maine Music Co.
R O C K L A N D , M A IN E

ASPIRATION
(For The Courier-Gazette)
Make me hungry for the good G God; made in the image and likeness of fect, he must be so understood in
Spur me with a high desire;
God. Man is spiritual and ixrfect; Christian Science" -R ag e 475:7-9,
Grant me the gift to aspire.
Make me to crave the right, O God;
Lift me out of the mire;
G rant me the gift to aspire.

and because he is spiritual and per 11-13).

Make me yearn for the best. O God;
Let me burn with a holy fire;
Grant me the gift to aspire.

ORD

Make me th irst for the pure. O God;
Let the soul of me never tire;
Grant me the gift to aspire.
Make me long for mercy. O God;
Let my empty mind Inquire;
Grant me the gift to aspire.

Make me wish for love. O God;
Save me from hate so dire;
Grant me the gift to aspire.
Rev. John Smith Lowe, D D.
“The Conflict of Christ" will be
Rockland

the theme of the sermon by Rev.
C H R IS T IA N
S C IE N C E C H U R C H
Corwin H. O lds a t the Congregational
Church unified service of public wor
"Man" is the subject of the Lessonship and church school at 10:30. This
r.crmon will continue the lenten ser Sermon which will be read in all j
ies on the experiences of Jesus, and Churches of Christ. Scientist, on
the junior serm on will be on the I Sunday. March 7.
sixth commandment. This will also
The Golden Text is: “Ye arc my j
(be Communion Sunday, and the ] witnesses, saith the Lord, and my
1/ird's Supper will be shared after , servant whom I have chosen" (Isaiah (
i the sermon. T h e evening service a t 43: 10).
7:30 in the church parlor will con- | Among the citations from the Bible
tinue the L en ten devotions, with a ' is the following: "So God created I
discussion of th e theme. "Redemp- ' "tan in his own image, in the image j
tion and Prevention." Comrades of of God created he him: male and [
the Way will m eet at 6:30 with Miss female created he them" —(GenJ
Shirley Stickney as assembly leader, 1:27).
The Lesson-Sermon also includes i
and Miss Eda Knowlton as speaker.
• • • •
the following selections from the
At the
Littlefield
Memorial Christian Science Textbook. "Science '
Church S un d ay morning at 10:30 and Health with Key to the Scrip
Rev Charles A Marstaller vPlll have tures" by Mary Baker Eddy: "The
as his sermon topic “An Unpopular Scriptures Inform us that inan Is

AM ERICAN LEGION BUILDING
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UNUSUAL FACTS REVEALED
—by “Movie Spotlight”

CAMDEN BOWLERS

CAMDEN

Are Showing Some Excel- Miss Lena Sylvester of Machiasport has been recent guest of her
lent Averages in th e aunt. Mrs A. T. Newhall,
j Leforest Daucette has entered the
League Races

COURIER-GAZETTE C R O SS-W O R D PUZZLE

racketeers,” said Pinansky, "they are
men who would like to be merchants
DICHADD DIX n am etiiutOT
In many small towns." he said, "and
15
b
8
3
1
4
7
9
t
in a business recognized by law "
DOLORES
DELRIO
force reduction in employes of iarger
,
employ
of
the
First
National
store
on
• • * •
O f AT U1H M A SHOOTlM tHUieY CMTfST
The individual averages of Cam I Elm street.
theatres."
14
Opposes Fingerprinting Bill
13
|O
11
II
*vut ew ioar/oe me ret co/ caaoa ptouec
•• ••
den's League bowlers at the beginnin;
Mrs. Lloyd Thomas will entertain
Gov. Barrows said Thursday he had
D O L O P E 5 UASere n> s»oor an Mta
Jsssv
of the week were:
Night Hunting Bill
ib
i9
the Lend-A-Hand Club Monday at
told sheriffs of eight Maine Counties
, n r h its etMOt Mtneo.
17
15
lb
No opposition was presented on that he is not in favor of a bill,
National League
her home on Mountain street and
W
bills which would open Hancock, sponsored by the Maine Peace Offi
i
Player
Ave will serve a covered dish supper at
Strings P.F
13
10
11
11
Washington. Penobscot, and Piscata cers' Association, to establish in the
Gross ...........
........ - 27
2591
95 26 6 o'clock.
quis Counties to night hunting for State Police a fingerprint “clearing
Mrs. W E. Drown. Union street,
W
Wilbur .........
3340
9218
lb
17
14 15
raccoons and skunks from Oct. 15 ! house” for records to be made by city
91 26 will be hostess to the Congregational
H Talbot ...
3575
w
to Dec. 15.
Rollins .........
30
3258
90 18 society Wednesday afternoon.
19
16
and county authorities of prisoners
• • • •
Mr and Mrs. Raymond Pooler,
4061
O Wadsworth
90.11
suspected of felonies and of con
On Reynard's T ra il
4007
89 2 daughter Joan and son Richard, have
C Wadsworth
31
victed criminals.
31
88 30 returned to Portland after a visit
Sherman
......
4254
Maine poultry raisers assailed anti
"My objection to the bill is based
3809
Arico ................ 43
88.25 with her mother, Mrs. A. T. Newhall,
3 b 37
trappers extolled Thursday the on the expense I believe it would in
33
34 35
Pelletier
............
42
3720
88 24 Sea street.
qualities of the red fox at a hearing volve,” Gov. Barrows said, "and not
1491
The name of Dorothy Aylward was
Stearns .............. 51
886
to the principle represented. I be
40
39
3S
41
before the Legislative Fish and Game
called
at the Comique Theater Tues
883
K.
Richards
.
18
1587
lieve the authorities should have the
w
w
Committee.
Z. Dwinal .......... 42
87 9 day night and as she was not present,
3663
power to fingerprint the persons cov
41 43
4(o 47
45
44
Led by Gardiner Hayden of Ray ered in the bill, but I do not want at
Packard ............ 33
2855
86 17 $120 will be given away next Tues
w
day
night.
Arau ................. 45
3884
86 14
mond. president of the Maine Poul this time to have a large expense
46
49
50 H
51
Miss Edith Fiske has returned to
Monroe ............ 13
1130
86.12
try Association, supporters of bills burden thrust upon the State."
Aylward ............ 42
3623
86 11 Boston after a visit with her sister,
• • •
53
54
which would remove protection on
51
55 5 b
Ten-Round Bouts
Bryant .............. 33
86 2 Mrs. W alter Higgins. High street.
2839
foxes and allow a two-dollar bounty i
w
Dr. Carmen Pettapiece has rented
The legal affairs committee yester
Tedford ............ 45
3844
85.19
57
on each one killed, charged Reynard
56
the Alton French house on Park
day reported favorably a bill to extend
Redman ............ 18
85
2
1532
was becoming a menace to the poulfrom six to ten rounds the limit on
T. Dickens ........ 42
84 40 street and with his family will oc
3568
try business. Hayden said Maine had
boxing contests in Maine The bill
Ivory
............... 48
4062
HORIZONTAL
H O R IZ O N T A L (Cont.)
84.30 cupy it a t an early date.
VERTICAL (Cont.)
paid in 1936 $11.106 10 in poultry
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Mrs. F. W. Robbins was called to
The choppers have taken advan
Boston Thursday by the serious con
tage of the unusually mild winter to
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manufacture large quantities of cordMacDermott of Camden, who is at
wood.
the Deaconess Hospital where she
Mr. and Mrs. Frank U. Erickson
underwent a major operation.
have recovered from recent attacks
Mrs Fred Patridge of West Upton
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Jack Gowan and his sister Mrs. Ida
Mrs F. C. Maloney. Mrs. D A
WHEN? The filing period be made in writing to the collector of
, E. Crowell have moved from the Fog
Sherer Miss Mabel Oxton. Miss Olive
gins January 1 and ends March internal revenue for the district in
ler place to the Frazier property at
Tolman, members of the Chatanso
15. 1937
which the taxpayer files his returns
trie foot of the Maxey Hill.
Club were entertained Monday aft
on or before the due date of the re
WHERE? Collector of inter
ernoon by Mrs E H. Perry, another
1 John Hurme, T. J. Carroll and Fre
nal revenue for the district in turn. a full recital of the causes for
member.
mont Tolman have had choppers at
which the person lives or has his the delay being given. Except in the
Einar Heino is constructing crates
work in this vicinity.
case of taxpayers who are abroad, no
principal place of business.
for the Blueberry Association in West
W. George Payson is landing large
HOW? See instructions
on extension may be granted for a j
Rockport.
quantities of soft wood at his crate
period of more than 6 months.
forms 1040A and 1040
Wilson Moon and Mrs. Lenora
and box factory at South Hope and
An extension of time for filing the
WHAT? Four percent normal
Fores remain ill.
H. A. Hart is doing the same at the
tax on the amount of net Income return does not extend the time for
Sidney Farrington has resumed
stave mill.
in excess of the personal exemp payment of the tax. or any install
work following several days of en
Daniel Nutter's bam has been com
ment thereof, unless so specified in
tion. credit for dependents, earned
F re k le d Bennie Bartlett is being assured by Claudette Colbert that there
Hilariously typifying the beloved with babies of their own. and in the forced vacation because of injury to
pletely wrecked by the winds of the
Income credit, and Interest on ob the extension. Application for an
are no such things as witches and is told to return to bed in this dramatic m o
passage of years has developed a a hand.
several rain storms since the new
ligations of the United States and
extension of time for payment of Will Rogers "be-yourself; homement in "M aid of Salem." the new romance in which Miss Colbert is comellow,
jocular
outlook
on
life.
Karl
Packard
who
was
recently
year began
obligations of Instrumentalities the tax or any installment thereof spun brand of humor that endeared
The advent into New Winton's badly injured by a horse falling upon starred w ith Fred M acM urray.— adv.
of the United States. Surtax on should be made on form 1127 to the him to all the world, the American
Delmont Butler has a new horse
affairs of a new physician with a him, is showing encouraging im
surtax net Income in excess of Commissioner of Internal Revenue
------------------------------------------------------------i
and
will
start
cordwood
for seve-al
humorist's most natural picture, pseudo-scientific jargon mystifying
provement
$4,000.
through the collector of internal
Miss Colbert is seen with a hand- practicing witchcraft, the stranger in 1operators.
Twentieth Century-Fox's "Doctor everyone, plus a slick office bristling
revenue for the district in which the
some stranger by some children the wood and the ‘‘dancing with a
The lone wild rabbit of this section
Bull; returns for a repeat engage with chrome-plated gadgets, splits
taxpayer's return is filed. The appli
Later, she practices a gavotte step by man'' episode is recalled and she is has so far escaped the foxes. His
A
P
P
L
E
T
O
N
R
I
D
G
E
the town into two camps. One, with
ment by popular demand.
INCOME-TAX DON'TS
cant should set forth under oath the
! herself ant! jocularly tells i> boy who convicted on this testimony.
' tracks have been seen on the last
The friendly, wise and dependable a socially elite membership, is im
Miss Lucy Moody recently spent a watches her that she is "dancing
When the stranger. MacMurray. Jsnow Hunters are hoping that he nr
specific reason for desiring an ex
sort of family doctor. Doctor Bull pressed by the new doctors manner
DON'T prepare your return
tension and should clearly indicate
few days in Warren as guest of her ' with a iron ' A short while later the appears in the flesh and proves th a t .she will survive until another season.
without first studying the In ‘ what hardship, if any, would result j has been practicing his tried-and- and instruments; the other sticks by
witchcraft hysteria breaks out. Fear- he is a very human and romantic 1
cousin. Mrs Alice Buck.
true old-fashioned medicine for al its old friend and mentor.
structions on the form.
1if the extension were not granted In
Mrs Addle Robbins. Miss Muriel fliicken persons begin to remember young person and not a devil at a ll.1
CLARK ISLAND
In a whirlwind finish, involving a
most two generations in the tiny
DON'T procrastinate.
Early
strange things their neighbors did the folly of the witch hunt is sud- |
_____
addition, a statement of assets and
New England village of New Winton. tcwn catastrophe and Will's sub Robbins and a friend of Portland
assembling of data permits a care ' liabilities showing the taxpayer's
and this is used as evidence th a t the dtnly home tpon the populace and
Harrison Colbath and K » n n e th
visited
last
weekend
with
Mr.
and
He has seen babies whom he a t sequent triumph. America's humor
latter are "bewitched." When Miss the scare dies away as suddenly as Morrison who spent the past six
ful consideration of all tax prob financial condition as of the last day
tended through measles and mumps ist is seen at the peak of his career. Mrs Maynard Brown
Colbert is arrested and charged with it appeared, -adv.
lems.
weeks in New Durham. N H . have
of the preceding month, or as of the
Miss
Maude
Fuller
motored
Sunday
grow into young men and women —adv.
[ returned home
DONT destroy the memoranda 1close of the last taxable period, and
to Portland.
Jean Fish has been ill with pneu- ever experienced. No snow; river has ing the winter with his daughter, I Mr. and Mrs Oscar Hagberg have
from which your return was a separate statement of receipts and
NORTH HAVEN
VINALHAVEN
monia.
Her aunt Mrs Eulalia been open all season; and very few Mrs. Walter Teel, in Port Clyde, re- moved to the Old County road In
prepared.
». ! disbursements for each of the 3
Thomaston
DON'T omit explanation when months immediately preceding the
Quinn. R iN of Rockland has been persons have been able to get wood turned home Monday
The
mild
spring
weather
of
MonAn oil painting measuring 4 x5 ay
Mrs. Mary Carlson and daughter.
out.
such information is essential to month in which the application is
helping in caring for her.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Wvllie ot Alice, have retum td home from
The L. A Coombs was recently placed in | day contributed to a large attend
an Intelligent audit. Attach mem filed should be submitted.
The Willing Workers met Tuesday
Walter Seppelea has bought the Tliomaalon and Mr and Mrs Roy
Hingham, Mass . where Mrs. Carlson
amount of tax for which the exten the window of the Electric Light and ance at town meeting. Repres<*ntf>- afternoon with their president. Mis. house formerly owned by the late
oranda to your return.
I
tive
Lloyd
Crockett
gave
a
good
ac
Vase 7)f Teel s Island were visitors was employed for the winter
sion of time of payment is desired Power C o . and is attracting much a t
Blanche Brown with 14 present.
Emma Bradford.
Sunday at Frank Miller's.
tention from the passersby. The count of himself as moderator. The
Sunday School will be resumed to
should be stated.
Items Exempt From Tax
Mrs. Olive Orne visited Monday at
77
articles
were
disposed
of
at
3.30
morrow
at 130. There will be no
The Commissioner will not consid- subject is Fairfield Collamore. a
Mr. Watt who has been at Riley
the home of Emma Morton in
Certain items are specifically ex- er an extension of time for payment native digging clams at the age of and the session itself, business-like
EAST FRIENDSHIP
services following Sunday School for
Bradford's the past few years, went
———
Friendship.
and harmonious, augurs well for the
the present.
empt from the income tax and need unless request is made on or before 87.
recently to New York to be with
year
ahead.
Mrs.
William
Havener
spent
WedMiss
Madeline
Burns
who
has
been
I Johin Meehan & Sons quarries be
not be included in the taxpayers the due date of the tax or install- ' Work at Leopold Co., paving quarrelatives.
gan operations Monday with the
The Unity Guild of the Church met nesday in North Cushing with her employed at Georges Woolen Mill in
return of gross income. Among such ment thereof. If the extension is Ties will begin Monday with a large
daughter.
Mrs.
Harold
Smith.
Warren,
is
at
home
During the illness of Frank Miller, regular crew.
■Tuesday with an attendance of 15.
items are the proceeds from life in granted, interest at the rate of 6 crew of men.
March brings warmth and sunRev. and Mrs. Alex Raita arrived R A. Doe has been driving his truck
Sven Larson who has had emMiss Clara Waterman, teacher in
surance policies paid by reason of percent a year is collectible from the 1 Housekeepers at Union Church
while working on the State Aid road ployment in New York during the
the death of the insured. Amounts date the payment should have been Circle Thursday were Mrs. Edward Swamjx'.cott. Mass, gave a fascinat shine. The oldest residents say tl if Monday from Oakland Calif,
winter, has returned home
received (other than amounts paid made if there had been no extension Greenleaf. Mrs. Vaughn Johnson. ing account of her visit last summer has been the warmest winter they i a J. Hussey who has been spend- assisted by R J. Marshall
ty reason of the death of the insured ! to the expiration of the period of the Mrs. Fred Greenlaw and Mrs. John ; to Sweden and the "Land of the Mid
Wentworth
and interest payments on such [ extension,
night Sun" last Friday night at the
Lafayette Carver Relitf Corps met church. Following her talk, three
amounts and other than amounts reC h e c k i n g D e li n q u e n t s
Tuesday and was served a picnic reels of pictures were shown through
ceived as annuities) under a life In-; Thp Bureau Qf InUrnal
surance or endowment contract, which hgs at
command many
for supper. A peanut hunt featured the the courtesy of A J Peters of Bos
are less than or exactly equal to the checfcirg up dellnquent toxpavers entertainment with Mrs. Andy Cassie ton. showing wild game in New
premiums or consideration paid
Qf these k [hp
at the winner. The next meeting will : Brunswick and humorous animal
therefor, are exempt from Federal source" provision of the revenue act be April 6 Mrs William Benner will , scenes. Tire North Haven Band with
income tax. Any excess received under which persons "in whatever serve coffee at supper.
Floyd Duncan as director gave a con
Mrs. Arthur Patterson has return cert and later p.ayed for a dance
over the consideration paid is taxable , capacity acting,. are required l0 rp.
Amounts received as an annuity un- pert to the Commissioner of Internal ed from Rockland where she spent , The travel fund of the High School
the winter with her daughter. Mrs seniors was benefitted to the extent
der an annuity or endowment con- . Revenue at Washington D c
tract shall be included in gross in - | mentg
another jn
ca]endar Charles Schofield
, of $2 .91.
Miss Beulah Gilchrist was hostess
come; except that each year the « - year of |rooo or more. „ the re.
William Hopkins and John B
cess of the amount received over 3 cipient is married, reports need not Tuesday night to Depression Club. Crockett were in Rockland recently
percent of the aggregate premiums
madp Qf sglary Qr other compensa- First honors at cards went to Miss on business.
or consideration paid for the annui tion for personal services unless the Muriel Chilles. second to Mrs. Etta
Worship Sunday will be at 11
ty is tax-free until the aggregate of payments aggregate $2,500 or more. Morton.
o'clock
with sermon by the pastor en
H. L. Coombs has completed a
such sums excluded from gross in I l the marital status of the payee is
titled. "Cenfession of Christ." Sing
miniature
of
the
3ch.
Polly
which
come for the taxable year 1936 and unknown to the payor, the payee Is
ing by the choir. Barbara Stone,
prior years equals the aggregate pre considered a single person for the was built in Amesbury. Mass., in 1834
leader. Sunday School at 10; attend
She
was
in
the
war
of
1812.
At
one
miums or consideration paid for the purpose of filing an information re
time she was owned in Vinalhaven. ance last Sunday 86 lead over last
annuity.
turn of salary or other compensation The ' model was made for Charles year. 41. Those present Sunday night
There are also exempt from tax for personal services.
greatly enjoyed the pastor's address
Owens Jr., of Wilmington. Del.
amounts received by gift, bequest,
Fixed or determinable income in
on
“Longfellow" and his tsetimonv
Mr.
and
Mrs.
F.
L.
Roberts
were
devise, or inheritance; interest on cludes wages, salaries, royalties, pre
for religion and the finer things of
obligations of the District of Colum miums. rent, interest, etc. A separ Rockland visitors Tuesday.
The Congressional Record of the life. Evening service at 7 30.
bia. any Territory, State, county, or
ate return of information for each present session of Congress is on file
municipality; interest on certain
employee is required of employers. I ^ ^ h eP u b H c L ib ra ry
bonds issued by the United States
MARTINSVILLE
The requirements are not limited to Union Church Choir rehearsal was
Government or its possessions, and
periodical payments, but a single p ay-, hp]d jn thp vestry Thursdav nlght
on (Federal farm loan bonds;
ment must be reported. Corpora-1 officers elected were: President. Mrs. Maurice Thompson has re
amounts received through accident
tions are required to make a separate j Evelyn A Hal). vice president, turned from Portland where she re
or health insurance or under work
report of dividends or distributions Blanch
„
Kit'tredgp. secretary. ceived medical treatment.
men's compensation acts for personal
for each individual, citizen, or resi Gladys H. Coombs; treasurer Evelyn
Mrs Zenas Pease is visiting her
injury or sickness, and damages re dent of the United States, resident j c patriCk
gianddaughter Mrs. Gardiner Wall in
ceived on account of such injuries or
fiduciary, or a resident partnership
Owen Roberts visited Tuesday in Orange Mass.
sickness.
eny member of which is a citizen or Rockland.
Miss Alvalene Pierson a student
Pensions and compensation received
resident, who was paid $300 or more | Everetl BUUngs has returned from at the U. of M. spent last weekend
by veterans from the United
during the calendar year 1936. Do- Rockland.
with her parents.
States are exempt; and pensions re
m«stic corporations are required to
At Union Church Sunday morning
Malcolm Pierson and Leonard
ceived from the United States by the
make a return of information of the pastors text will be Matt. 6: 46.
Chaples are recovering from measles.
family of a veteran for services ren
dividends or distributions amount- At the Junior League service in the
dered by the veteran to the United
Fred Hooper is visiting Mr and
ing to $150 or more made during the afternoon there wln
election of
States in time of war are exempt, as
period from January 1. 1936. to July officers A sppcia, song service will Mrs. Norman Hooper in South Port
gifts.
1. 1936. inclusive, to any shareholder be presented at night with numbers land.
There is also exempt from Federal
Mr. and Mrs. G N. Bachelder have
who is a nonresident alien individual by the male quartette. Harry Coombs.
income tax the rental value of a
a nonresident alien fiduciary, or a Laroy Coombs. G. Ernest Arey and Ireturned from visiting Mr. and Mrs
dwelling house and appurtenances
E. H. Smith at Fort Lauderdale. Fla
nonresident partnership.
Oscar C. Lane.
thereof furnished to a minister of
All persons or organizations acting
Harold Hupper harvested ice from
the Gospel as part of his compensa
at any time during the year 1936 as
North
Pond. Warren last week.
tion. Other items excluded from
PORT CLYDE
broker or other agent in stock, bond,
Leslie Hupper was host to the
gross income are alimony and city
or commodity transactions (including
Fourteen Willing Workers met "63ers" Wednesday Aune Bragdon
Jury fees.
banks which handle clearing orders Tuesday night at the home of Mrs. and Maurice Simmons were high
Extension For Filing Returns And for depositors or custodian accounts)
Lida Davis. Next Tuesday night Mrs. scorers at the seven tables.
Payment Of Tax
are required to file returns of infor Elvie Davis will be the hostess.
N I W H IG H -C O M P R E S S IO N
Mrs. Emma Smalley Is visiting Mr.
PERFECTED HYDRAULIC
It is important that the taxpayer mation on form 1100 with respect to
V A L V I- IN -H E A D E N G IN E
Al. Meservey has employment at and Mrs N.. H. Gardner.
MAKIS
render on or before the due date, all customers, depositors, or accounts the Watson Balano house.
(W ith Doahlo-Arttcalolod
Mr. and Mrs Clark Dwyer are re
•coho
Shoo llnhofo)
which is March 15 if the return is for whom or which business was
N E W A L L -S IL IN T ,
Mr. and Mrs. Earle Davis called covering from recent illnesses.
transacted duriing the year. A sepa Monday evening at the home of Mrs.
ALL-STEEL BODIES
Edgar Hart has returned from
SAFETY PLATE O L A IS
(With Solid Stool Turrol Top and
ALL ARO U ND
visiting his sons in Rockland.
Traveling Man Suffered For rate form 1100 must be prepared for Leah Davis.
Uni.tool Com paction)
each customer, depositor, or account
(o t no astro tool)
Rev. John Holman is on Monhegan
20 Years
for whom or which business was where he will hold weekend services.
N E W D IA M O N D C R O W N
Thought He Had Stomach Ulcers
O E N U IN I FISHER N O DRAFT
RADIO SERVICE
transacted during the year. A sepa
NOW WELL!
S P II D L I N I STYLIN G
Mrs. Mollie Seavey* and Mrs. • Lida Guaranteed Repair Work on all makes
Mr A H Mears, 55 Hutchins Rd., Med rate form 1100 must be prepared for
V E N T IL A T IO N
ford. Mass, writes: "I want to exprass
Davis were visitors Wednesday after
of Radio Receivers
my thanks for the wonderful help I re each customer, depositor, or account
IM P R O V E D G L ID IN G
IU P E R -S A F I SH O C KPRO O F
noon at Mrs. Mary Barton's.
Member Radio Manufacturers' Service
ceived through the VAYLO treatm ent
K N 1 I-A C T IO N R I D I *
For 20 years I suffered untold agony for whom or which business was
S T IR R IN G *
Allie Meservey who is employed in
caused by Indigestion and gas distress transacted during the year, and must
(of no • l i r a cost)
MAINE MUSIC CO.
(o t no OKtro coll)
Massachusetts, was at home last week
after eating The persistent bloated feel
ROCKLAND, ME.
CHEVROLET MOTOR DIVISION
ing. sour stomach and burning sensation show the name and address and end.
General Motors Inttnllmrnt Plan
• K n r r -.t rf io n a n d S h trk p rto f
23-tf
were awful. Indigestion made me ner other Information provided for in the
Grnrral Motora Salta Corporation
—monthly
poym
mls
to
suit
your
Stooring on A fa rtrr D r Loop
vous and I was always constipated.
VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND
DETROIT, MICHIGAN
pur so.
w d c tc onfr.
"At times. I thought I had stomaeh form.
STEAMBOAT
CO.
ulcers, and when a friend who had re
Information returns are carefully T e le p h o n e 402
Rockland. M e.
ceived help through the VAYLO treat
W E BUY
ReadUp
ment. suggested I try It. I did.
checked with individual returns of Read Down
"From the first day I felt so much
A.
M.
P.
M.
better I continued the treatm ent faith taxpayers. Thousands of delinquent 5.30 Lv SWAN’S ISLAND ........... Ar 6.00
fully. It helped me more than I can returns
and additional revenue 6.30 Lv STONINGTON ................ Lv 4.40
ever tell you. and today I feel normal, fit
7.30 Lv NORTH HAVEN ............. I.V3.30
6 8 9 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
TEL. 1250
amounting to millions of dollars have 8.15 Lv VINALHAVEN ................ Lv 2.45 CLARENCE E. DANIELS
and fine.'
JEW ELER
If you suffer as did Mr. Mears, get been secured as the result of the 9.30 Ar ROCKLAND .................... Lv 1.30
Peaslee & Ross, Vinalhaven
Carroll’s Garage, Thomaston
Barker's Garage, U nion
FREE sample of VAYLO at Corner Dryg
370 M A IN S T ,
RO CKLAND
S u b je c t to cha n g e w it h o u t n o tic e
examination of information returns.
Store Rockland.
146-t f

R ead C arefully th e Inform ation W hich W ill
H ere B e Furnished

G et b o th -

8 5 HORSEPOWER and
PEAK ECONOM Y!

Y o u get a ll advantages—y o u sacri
fice n o th in g —w h e n yo u b u y a new
1937 C h e v ro le t w ith N e w H ig h -

C om pression V a lve -in -H e a d E n g in e

OLD

i

GOLD

S E A V E IW G A R A G E , IN C .

I
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I sing the anthem “O Guide Devine' J
WARREN
Probate Notices
by Ferguson. The sacrament of the I
STATE OF MAINE
Dr. E. R. Moss spoke before the L ords Supper will follow the mornThe E. A. Starrett Camp. S.U.V
To all persons Interested ln either of
Civic Club of Wiscasset. Wednesday ' in8 service. At 7 o'clock the pastor Auxiliary meets Wednesday .the din- j
The same old fu rn itu re store where your fath er and mother
the estates hereinafter named:
By R F SERVICE
following a dinner. Dr Moss chose will speak on "Be Prepared,
ner committee being Mrs. Helen Hit- I
At a Probate Court held at Rockland,
purchased Iheir furniture since 1!MH, before you were born. They are
ln
and
for
the
County
of
Knox,
on
the
for his topic "Practical Health Con- i Clarence Robinson has returned j0I1 Mrs. Gertrude Weaver, and Mrs
still w ith us, why not you? Every new sale means another cus
No sooner had Sedley Brown fin- | with an amateur Hollywood football
16th day of February in the year of our
tomer. They cannot forget our all-tim e low prices. We are always
lshed painting a portrait of Allie team. Johnny tips the beam at 190
sideration.”
j Lome from Knox Hospital, where for Rosina Buber. Members not solicited
Lord one thousand nine hundred and
Lowe Miles, his co-star on the Tues and has shoulders to go with it.
ready to trade new for old. also pay cash for any article you wish
thirty-seven and by adjournm ent from :
Parent-Teacher Association will i two months lle was recovering from I are reqUCsted to furnish sweets,
day to day from the 16th day of said
day night "Hus.
to dispose of. Always at your service.
a broken leu
j February the following m atters having
•••Chester Lauck and Norris Goff,
b a n d s and
meet Thursday at the High School, o__ | Roll call and Past Noble Grands
been presented for the action thereupon
Services
Sunday
at
St.
John'sI
W
iv
e
s"
broad!
more
famous
as
auditorium. The executive board has
hereinafter Indicated It Is hereby I
Night will be observed Monday at
cast over NBC. the radio team
Ordered:
been fortunate in 'securing Florence I Church wil> be at 9:30 a m- H°» -!
Mystic Rebekah Lodge On the re
than he started of L u m a n d
[ T hat notice thereof be given to all ,
L Jenkins head of the State Home Eucharist and Sermon; 5 p. m.. eve- freshment committee will be. Mrs. 1
TELEPHONE 1151
283 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND
another, a self- Abner, are now
persons Interested, by causing a copy of
7Stf
portrait. Says he b r o a d c a s tin g
Economics Department as the speak- nin8 a°«g and ^rm on. For the com Doris Overlock. Miss Avis Maloney
[ this order to be published three weeks
can even do it from Hollywood,
ing week: Wednesday 8 a. m.. Holy |
! successively In the Courier-Gazette aI
I newspaper published at Rockland ln
without looking J u s t as these
Eucharist; Friday 8 a. m..
in. Holy i and Miss Mlldred Spearsaid County that they may appear at a |
Mr. and Mrs Edgar Libby have
in a mirror after lads Lave enProbate Court to be held at said Rock
Eucharist; 3:3C p. m . children's
Miss Eda S t.C lair entertained the
making up sev- deared t h e mreturned home after visiting Mr. and
land. on the 16th day of March A D.
mission; 7:30 p. m.. Way of the Cross Jolly Five at dinner Wednesday.
e r a l thousand s e l v e s to the
1937. a t nine o'clock ln the forenoon.
Advertisements In this column not to
Mrs. Chester Heimleim in Waltham.
times
during
his
hearts
of
rural
Present
were
Mrs
Elizabeth
Thomas.
and be heard thereon If they see cause
lXcted t hF«"Tme._lnM rt«d"onM tor' 25 ♦
and sermon.
Mass.
t
h
e
a
t
r
l
c
a
1
America,
t
h
e
y
LOUISE M BURTON, late of South ,
,*5r r e ..yme*_*or 50L cents. Addl- «
Mr. and Mrs. Lee W. Walker and Mrs. Ida Stickney. Mrs. Mabel Mills
career.
a r e also winThomaston, deceased
Will and Petl tlonal
"
' lines five cento each for one time
Mr. and Mrs. Shirley Kelley and
and Mrs Alfred gtrout motored and Miss M Grace Walker.
' ning scores of
tlon for Probate thereof, asking that 10 cents for three times. Six words
the same may be proved and allowed make a line.
daughter Barbara of Bernard. Ro\ Thursdav t0 Augusta, where they
officers of Arcana Lodge K P o '
•••Plans f o r Mends r 'kht in
and th a t Letters Testamentary Issue to
Bowen and Margaret Noyes of Oak- i
, of R e n re s e n ta tiv e a n d
° ‘ flc e rs ° ‘ A rc a n a L o d g e K .
o. .
Sedley Brown
making a movie fLe capital of
Albion G Caddy of South Thomaston,
1
nnosts nf U r ind * ere gUests 01 Repre*>enlatne and Thomaston. Georges River Lodge oi
out of One Man's sophistication —
he being the Executor named ln said
land Were recent guests OI Ml. anc.
A lh p r t R
F l l i n t f n r r i in n i» r a n d
—
,
_
,
M w f Rqrlnw
Mrs A10erl
EIUOt 101 ainncr ancI Warren. Mayflower Temple P y th ia n 1 Family have been dropped for the Hollywood.
Chester Lauck
Will, w ithout bond.
Mrs w a. nano
dance assemblv at the Augusta
ThomasWn and Crescent
present.
The
movie
producer
wanted
!
.
.
.
~
t
HELEN R SMITH, late of Vlnalhaven. 1 «
to
change
the
story:
Carlton
Morse,
I
.
c.
Dickson,
new
baritone
Grace Chapter. O.E.S. meets Wed- | House.
Temple ^ thJan Sisters of Warren
! deceased Will and Petition for Probate ] dark brown pigskin glove lost ln
the
author,
said
no.
The
story
will
star
°*
tbat
Saturday
Night
Party,
thereof,
asking that the same may be Community Building Tel. 789-R 26*28
nesday in honor of past matrons and |
Federated Ladies Circle will | wi„ bp j Ointl« nstailed Tuesday
i1nrnvpri
tte r s ___________ L__________________
proved anr
and allowed and th a t le
Letters
continue to be an exclusive radio runs over his songs first in the conpatrons. Supper will be served at | meet|Thursda.v afternoon with Mrs , night a , Georges River
W ar.
i
Testam
entary
Issue to Sophronla E
trol
room
while
the
orchestra
is
TRUCK chain lost Thursday night at
feature.
playing out ln the studio. Thus he 1Tolman of Vlnalhaven. she being the Old Depot crossing. RANDALL JONES.
6:30. Golden Rod Chapter of Rock- eh , Dunn. Knox street at 2:30 ren lhe ceremony to be semi-private,
Executrix named ln said Will, wtthout Thomaston
28*30
• • * Departure i hears the accompaniment coming ! bond
v
land will be special guest.
, Aprons are
be ln at that meeting. Certain of the grand officers in the ,
of Harriet HU- over the loudspeaker.
In Eastern bay a green dauble endSAMUEL TIBBETTS, late of Camden. er row boat lost marked Str. Sophia;
Agent Harold Petrie of North ConThomaston High School boys K p )odgc are expected t0
pres.
hard for Holly-1
TESTED STOCK. R. I REDS. Barred
wood to make1 ” 'Helen Hayes has always liked 1deceased. Will and Petition for Probate notify CAPT CARVER. ‘Lighter Sophia Rocks and Hail-Cross strain day-old
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*=ented for allowance by Charles A March. A D 1937. at ten o'clock in the
FURNITURE for sale, party moving
Perry and Harold S Davis. Trustees
forenoon, the following, to wit;
MRS ESTHER A LEVI. 228
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ESTATE EMMA H BISBEE late of
27*29
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First and final .of
. the M & G Sport wear Company, a Main St . Tel. 733-M
account presented for allowance bv M&Jne corporation.
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Homer Robinson and Benjamin Know*- I Dated at Rockland in said County, heater with oil burner, like new; very
this nineteenth day of February. A D. reasonable Tel. 132-M
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Second and final County of Knox, ss
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on
execution
wherein
Ensign
boats. New parts at a savings. All parts
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jjorace I Holt Exr
Otis as Receiver of Security Trust Com- ; sold on Muncy-Back Guarantee AUTO
Is creditor, and David Goldberg Is SAVE YARD, INC., 1887 River S t . Hyde
TRUST ESTATE FRED J. TABER. pany
and will be sold by public auc Park. Mass
152’38
i late of Rockland, deceased
Fourth. debtor,
tion. to the highest bidder, at the
VICTROLA with records for sale.
J K a to S n ? ' LU K e ^ n a ^ o f *>>°*a ‘" b v 'T ta ^ S U e e t ^ r u s ^ o m - S heriffs office ln the Knox County
Walnut, console style, excellent condi
Court House, st Rockland, ln the County tion;
SSikU nd w ^ a p ^ in te d Admx Feb 16
B°StOn
Trustee
very reasonable. Call 793-W after
of Knox, on the tw enty-fourth day of 4 p m.
148*tf
1937. without bond
LESLIE D AMES late of Camden, de- March. A D. 1937 at ten o'clock In the
u n t n . u u rv in
Tk™ 1 eeased
Will and Petition tor Probate forenoon, the following, to wit;
SIX-ROOM HOUSE for sale, good loca
. ^?,LL
^?Utw,T!i
thereof o*ktnir that the some mav he
Twenty-four shares of the capital tion {1600: 8-acre farm, good building
T h™ t™
nro''ed and allowed and th a t Letters stock of the M & G Sportwear Company, $800; 70-acre farm, good buildings {1600.
S h U |8Th^ - r . L ™ ; S K hv
Testam entary issue to Mary C Ames a Maine corporation.
Any of these for small payment down,
Feb 16. KL7. and qualified by filing o{ Camden. sh„
the
Dated at Rockland, ln said County, balance as rent. V. F. STUDLEY Tel.
bond on same date
named in said Will, without bond
26-tf
this nineteenth day of February. A. D 1154. 283 Main S t
ORVILLE BROWN late of Rockport.
CARI.OTTA ADAMS BURNS, late of 1937.
) plai
w » T ^ , n ,0 ! t an*rimr BFeh to
Rockland, deceased Wlll and Petition
C EARLE LUDWICK.
let for the season Phone us. Rockland
' ? eb 16' ,99? '. and for Probate thereof, asking that the
Sheriff Knox County. 980, STONINGTON FURNITURE CO
qualified by filing bond on same date, i same mav •be proved and allowed
*
22-S-28
and
26-tf
LOTTIE M ANDREWS, late of Cam th a t Letters Testamentary Issue to
TRANSCONTINENTAL
INSURANCE
den. deceased Marcia B Andrea’s of John W Burns of Rockland, he being
COMPANY
Camden was appointed Admx . Jon. 19 the Executor named in said Wlll. wlth1937. and qualified by filing bond Feb , out bond.
New York, N. Y.
16. 1937
I ESTATE
RICHARD
HERBERT 1
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1936
ARTHUR E JOHNSTON, late of Wash- CROCKER. late of
__ Camden,
_______ _______
deceased 1Stocks and Bonds ............ {3.518.715 77
ington. deceased Blanche M Johnston Petition for administration asking that Cash In'office and Bank
350.958 76 It***’ * * * * * * * * * * * * * ^
of Washington was appointed Admx Sarah S Pavson of Camden or som e' Agents' Balances
227.134 65
THREE furnished or unfurnished
Feb 16. 1937. and qualified by filing ! o th er suitable person, be appointed 1Bills Receivable
3.111 98
bond on same date.
Admx without
.....................
bond
Interest and Rents ..............
16.819 36 rooms to let. heat, light and water.
Adults
only. 14 Orange S t . Tel. 578-W.
ABRAM L. FISH, late of Rockland
ESTATE NANCY EMMA DAVIS. latP All Other Assets ................. 117.121 22
______
28*30
deceased Arthur D. Fish of Rockland of Friendship, deceased
First and
Gross Assets ........................ {4,233861 74
was appointed Exr Feb. 16. 1937. and final account presented for allowance
FIRST floor furnished apartm ent to
qualified by filing bond Feb 17. 1937.
by Rodney S. Davis, Admr
Deduct Items not Admitted
32.395 99 let in Lauriette. $40 per month. Tel 405
28-tf
THOMAS SHAPIRO, late of Rockland : ESTATE WILLIAM HOOD, late of
Admitted
............................$4,201,465
75
deceased Esther M Shapiro of Rock- ! South Thomaston, deceased. Petition
HEATED rooms to let with or without
land was appointed Admx . Feb 18. 1937. for License to Sell certain Real Estate
LIABILITIES DEC 31. 1936
board; kitchen privileges if desired
. and qualified by filing bond on same situated In South Thomaston, and fully Net Unpaid Losses ................. $61,792 39 Central locatioft. Tel. 1067-J
27*29
f date.
, described ln said Petition, presented by Unearned Premiums .............. 508.877 74
STORE to let 238 Main street. H F
MARIETTA W. HATCH, late of Friend- ! Sidney O Hurd of South Thomaston, AU Other Liabilities ............ 340.450 00 ROBINSON.
2 Pleasant St.
26*28
ship, deceased
Charles S Pay-on of • Admr.
Cash Capital .......................... 1.000.000 00
North Weymouth. Mass . and Grace A
six-room apartm ent to let, 1 minute
ESTATE ALICE R J .'^MOND. late of ! Surplus over all Liabilities 2.290.345 62
from bus: modern conveniences; $12 50
Flood of Burlingame. Calif., were ap Thomaston. deceased
Petition for I
pointed Exrs . Feb. 16. 1937. and quali License to Sell certain* Real Estate Total Liabilities and Surplus $4,201,465 75 month. L W. THORNDIKE. Thomaston
Tel. 169-3.
24*26
fied by filing bond Feb 18. 1937 Edward situated ln said Thomaston, and fully
D H GLIDDEN. Agency.
K. Gould cf Rockland appointed Agent described ln said Petition Dresented by
Vlnalhaven. Maine
SEVERAL
unfurnished
apartments.
In Maine.
Bowdoin A Lermond a ad R uth L Perry,
tour to seven rooms, to let; desirable
AMERICAN ALLIANCE INSURANCE
LETTA M DEAN, late of Beverly. both of Thomaston. Adrr.is.
locations; rent reasonable. Tel 1159
COMPANY
Massachusetts.
deceased.
Zadoc
L.
ESTATE MELVIN H OTLCHRE8T.
1 Liberty Street. New York City
____________
24-tf
Knight of Rockport was appointed late of St. George, deceased ______
Petition |
ASSETS DBC 31. 1936
HOUSE to rent on Adams street. Tel
Admr . Feb 16. 1937. and qualified by for Administration, asking th at Edward , Stocks and Bonds ..........
$9,097,575 43 1188-M.
E.
H.
PHILBRICK,
Rockland
filing bond Feb 19. 1937.
D Hilt of St George, or some other | Cash in Office and Bank
. 316.471 92
23*28
ALIDA M KEENE, late of Boston. sultaWe person, be appointed Admr., | Agents' Balances ................... 163 329 35
w
ith
t>ond
HOUSE to let at 43 Pacific St.; newly
I Interest and Rents
Massachusetts, deceased
Old Colony
47.042 00
papered and painted throughout; oneTrust Company, of Boston. Mass., was
ESTATE FRANK CUNNINGHAM late !
appointed Exr. Feb. 16. 1937. and • of Washington, deceased. Petition for
Gross Assets ..................... $9,624.418 70 pipe furnace, lights. References re
26-tf
qualified by filing bond Feb 23. 1937 Administration D B N . asking that 1Deduct Items not Admitted
96.004 43 quired. Tel. 29I-W
Rodney I. Thompson of Rockland, ap- I Herbert L. Grinnell of Union, or some
FIVE-room apartm ent at 253 Camden
Admitted ............................*{9.528.414 27 St., hot water heat. Bath, lights, gagage
pointed Agent in Maine.
o ther suitable person be appointed
LIABILITIES DEC 31, 1936
Attest:
Admr. D. B. N . with bond.
garden patch. $18 month. MRS. FROSt !
I
Net
Unpaid Losses ................. $175,817 00 Tel. 3i8-W_________
CHARLES L. VEAZIE. Register
26-tf
Witness. HARRY E WII.BUR Esquire Unearned
Premiums ............ 1.863.463 40
25-8-31 Judge of Probate Court for Knox Coun
FURNISHED heated apartment to let
All Other Liabilities ........... 132,500 00
ty. Rockland, Maine
two
rooms,
hath.
$5
week.
FOSS
HOUSE
Cash Capital ......................... 3.000,000 00
Attest:
ss. tf
Surplus over all Liabilities *4.356,633 87 Tel. 330, 77 Park St.
CHARLES L. VEAZIE, Register.
LOUIE J. DREW ETT
25-8-31
Total Liabilities and Surplus$9,528.414 27
TEACHER O F PIANO
• On the basis of December 31. 1936
m arket quotations tor all bonds and
Private lessons in the homes or in her
I
stocks
owned this Company's total ad ■
studio at
m ltted assets would be increased to
deceased Edwina F Jipson of Rock
land was appointed Exx . Felj. 16. 1937.
without bond
ADDIE E JIPSON, late of Rockland,
deceased
Edwina F Jipson of Rock
land was appointed Exx . Feb 16. 1937.
without bond
CARRO E COPELAND, late of Warren,
deceased Madeline E Brasler of Port
land was appointed Exx . Feb 16. 1937.
without bond
APIA V DTOTVV
He
cmS J P
AnSuSln
m
Feb 16 i9*PPwith
was appointed Exr
out bond.
SARAH F PRESCOTT late of Rock
land deceased. Reginald G Prescott
» -j c- of
Brooklyn N Y was appointed Exr.
Feb 16. 1937. without bond Edward C
Payson of Rockland appointed Agent in

T O LET

T h e S o f t e s t xv.if* so t h e w o r l d !
. . . is th e snap o f an e le c tric sw itch as you p u t 2 0 e le e trie itv to w o rk to en<l
a n o th e r d ru d g e jo b . L et y o u r firs t snap he a n e le c tric ra n g e — yo u r 1 9 3 7
substitute f o r s p littin g k in d lin g , co axing a s m o k y stove to lif e , an il hop ing yo u
can get d in n e r re ad y o n tim e . V ith an o ther sn ap en d b lu e M o n d a y as y o u r
electric w as h e r a n il iro n e r ta k e o v e r that m u c h m o re d ru d g e ry .
A t any ra te ,
it's th e snap o f m o d e rn liv in g — m a kin g lif e ju s t th a t m u c h m o re fu n — a t
a cost w ell w ith in y o u r re ac h .
THE

MORE

E L E C T R IC IT Y

YOL

CEHTR

USE, T H E

LESS

IT

AINE

MPi
&MPAHY
P O W EE R z C O

COSTS PER

KU H

II

READ THE ADS

T7TT7T

32 SCHOOL ST.
ROCKLAND
TF.L. 883-W

9

$9,957 422 27 and su rp lu s to $4,785,641.87.

38-15-34

Every-Other-Day
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GOING NORTH AGAIN

® S O C * ETY

Re a l m
M

Allen V. Sawyer, who has been
seriously ill with pneumonia for the
past week at his Jam es street home,
is slowly improving.

of

u s ic

4y Gladyi Si. C lair Heiitad

Commander MacMillan Will
Make New Studies In the
Arctic Zone
•
Lieut. Commander Donald B. Mac
Millan noted explorer, announces
he will leave Boston June 19 on his |

16th Arctic expedition with a party '
of about 30 scientists and college
“Der Ring des Nibelungen," Wagn job of George Schneider, who heads
students.
Miriam Rebekah card party next
er's tetralogy, which is the high the music library at Metro.
Tuesday will have Mrs. Helen PalaDRESS U P TH E OLD
The expedition wlll sail on the fa
light of Boston's coming season of
"Popular music of 25 years ago was
dino as hostess. A party is to be held
D o y o u r ro o m s lo o k h o p e le s s ly o ld
Metropolitan Grand Opera, and for ferreted out for 'San Francisco' and mous Gloucester fishing schooner
Monday night at the home of Miss
a n d u n fa s h io n a b le ? Y o u c a n m a k e
which the entire series, with the ex pre-Bach tunes, compositions dated Gertrude L. Thebaud. Capt. Ben
t h e m fre s h a n d s m a r t w i t h w a l l 
Mr. and Mrs. James H. Lawrence, Madlene Rogers, Amesbury street,
ception of "Das Rheingold” is al around 1500, were needed for 'Romeo j Pine. Gloucester^ premier racing
p a p e r ! A n d th e r e c o u ld n 't b e a b e t 
who have been confined to their benefit Special Home Fund.
t e r t im e to choose . . . fo r t h e n e w
ready sold out, was first given in and Juliet; The Sons of Anacreon, a
home on Ulmer street, the former
I m p e r i a l W ashable W a l l p a p e r d e 
Boston in 1889 by the Edward C. social club that met In an English skipper and the Thebaud's manag
iMrs.
Ida
Huntley
was
recent
visitor
s ig n s a re n o w o n d is p la y i n o u r
with double pneumonia and the la t
Stanton Company from the Metro tavern, had the ‘Anacreontic Ode' ing owner, will be aboard.
s h o w ro o m . G u a r a n te e d w a s h a b le
ter with grippe, are both gaining in Bangor.
MacMillan said he planned to pene
a n d fa s t to lig h t.
politan. This was during the same which was nothing more or less than
slowly. I t brought to Mr. Lawrence
trate the Arctic Circle as far as tee
the
tune
of
'The
Star
Spangled
Ban
year
which
had
seen
the
first
pre
Miss Mary Beals of Brunswick
E. B. HASTINGS & CO.
the first necessity for calling a doc
sentation in the United States of ner and Schneider found th at ln conditions would permit. He is par
spent the week with Martha Seavey,
Main Street
Rockland
tor in 60 years, with the exception of 57 Pleasant street, returning home
ticularly anxious to investigate the
the entire "Ring" at the Metropo an old volume.
once when he pounded one of his
"Seemingly old music, such as j two ice caps on Baffin Land, be
A SK YO UR PA PE R H A N G E R OR D EC O R A TO R
litan Opera House on March 5. 6. 8.
Sunday.
F O R IM P E R IA L W A S H A B L E W A L L P A P E R S
thumbs with a hammer.
and 11. almost thirteen years after Gregorian chants, is more easily ob lieved remnants of the glacier which
the initial performance in August, tained than contemporary. Students once covered New England and ex
Mrs. John Whalen has gone to Bos
The Rebekah card party Tuesday ton for a few days.
1876. in Wagner's own theater at and scientists have gone to great tended southward to Kentucky.
UNION
afternoon had as winners Mrs. D.
Bayreuth and six years after the lengths to dig up the ancient tunes,
“No one knows," he said, "whether
Mrs. E. H. St. C lair of Owl's Head
But when the studio wanted 'Danc those Ice caps now are advancing or I
Smith, Mrs. John Thompson, Mrs.
composer's death.
Mrs. David Wilcox and Miss Grace
Lufkin and Mrs. Blaisdell.
Mrs. was guest Thursday of Miss Ann
Again in February, 1897, in the ing the Grizzly Bear,’ which dates retreating or their area, for the In
Rumery of Biddeford called Wednes Boston Theater, the Walter Dam- back to 1906. is was impossible to terior of Baffin Land never has been
Flint.
Jennie Feyler was hostess.
day afternoon on Mrs. William rosch Company presented the four j find a printed version of the piece. explored. It will be necessary to use
Mrs. Kathleen Burkett of the Mc Thomas. Eleanor Thomas returned music-dramas of the “Ring." When Finally a vaudevilllan was discovered
Fred Grimes of Vlnalhaven was in
dog sleds for the work we plan there."
the city Tuesday on his way to Lain School faculty was welcomeo to Biddeford with her aunt, Mrs. the ' Ring'' was last given in Boston who used the song In his act. He
For the students, the schooner will
back to her duties this week after an Wilcox.
it was in 1923. by the German Opera sang It; arrangers wrote it down; it become a veritable university afloat.
Wellesley, Mass.
illness of more th an two months.
Mrs. Edna McKinley attended the Company at the Boston Opera was orchestrated and was used in The ship's company will number an
At th at time Frederich the picture.
Mr. and Mrs. E. F. Glover enter
S
O
S . Club Wednesday night in House.
ornithologist, a botanist, a geologist
Mrs. Ruth Sewall and children
“Schneider and his men have ac and an anthropolgist. Students and
Schorr sang Wotan, the part he will
tained Friday afternoon at a card
Rockland.
Dotty and Charles, have returned to
party complimenting Prof. Robert P
Mr. and Mrs. Ira Hall and Mrs. ! have in the forthcoming production quired their knowledge through the professors alike will study celestial
TYistram Coffin of Bowdoin College. I Brunswick after spending a week with George Cameron were business caller- in Boston. Alexander Kipnis and years and not by any quick studio navigation and practical seamanslrp
Mrs. Bewail s parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Elsa Alsen (the latter has been heard method. He began as a pianist and under Capt. John Crowell, who served
Other guests bidden were Dr. anti
Wednesday in Augusta.
Lester Plummer.
in a Camden recital under the aus joined a Broadway musical comedy on MacMillan's little schooner Bow
Mrs. John Smith Lowe, Major and
Jeanette Stephenson, daughter o!
orchestra. Then he got into arrang doin, which took him on nine previ
Mrs. George M. Blaney, and Miss
Mrs. L. C. Henderson of Camden Dr and Mrs M. C StephensXi. enter pices of Frank Bibb and was at one
time hailed as one of the greatest ing and handling the library for ous voyages to the arctic. All will
Ellen Daly president of Methebesec street received news of the death of
tained five friends at dinner Thurs
Wagnerian sopranos of this day) the theater and saw golden d a y s' deserve an "A. B." rating when they
Club.
her cousin. Mrs. Georgie Everson of day night in honor of her 12th birth
ahead when the screen became talka
were also in the cast.
return, he promised.
Melrose Heights. Services were held day.
Her guests were Barbara
tive. His boys have a peculiar re
• • • •
Mrs. L. B. Cook, Mrs. David L. Mc Wednesday. Mrs. Everson was also
MacMillan, at his Provincetown
Creighton. Betty McKinley, Ruth
spect for composers. They admire
Carty and Mrs. Lloyd Daniels won a cousin of Lester Plummer.
Commenting on "Das Rheingold”
j home, long has planned the coming
McKinley. Nathalie Fossett and Ann
their
skill,
but
they
don't
seem
to
re
card honors when Tuesday Club met
being the only “Ring" opera not en
1expedition, but deferred announcing
Thomas.
flect the awe that Is common among
with Mrs. Ray Foley.
Miss Susan S pear was chairman of
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Leonard tirely sold out was a young man who music lovers. Herman Fremmel. who 1it until he received approval of the
said, “That is easy to understand—
Canadian government and formed
Pleasant Valley Grange card party
died a few months ago. used to tell
Mrs. Everett A Munsey has recent held last night. At the supper she went Thursday to visit relatives in Flagstad is not in the cast."
the nucleus of his scientific staff. It
Boston
and
vicinity.
a
story
that
seems
to
reflect
their
ly returned from a month's stay in was assisted by Mrs. Ellis Sprague
• • »•
j will include Dr. Alfred O. Gross of
attitude. One day the phone rang
Ann Thomas, daughter of Mr. and
Aroostook County, where she was the and Mrs. Belle Bowley. Prizes at
! Bowdoin College, who won wide
After
years
of
unsuccessful
experi
and a voice asked: 'Is the Friml?' ‘No’
guest of her sister. Mrs. (Dr.) Lin- I
Mrs. William Thomas, celerated her
| recognition in the field of ornithology
cards went to Mrs. Hazel Bartlett,
woed Rogers, and where she attended Mrs. Frank Fitzgerald, Mrs. Belle second birthday Wednesday and en mentation. a typewriting machine he replied, 'but I can write as good through investigation of a disease
that
sets
down
notes
of
all
values,
as
music as Rudolph and much cheap
the winter carnivals at Presque Isle Bowley. Mrs. Edward Baxter. Edward tertained Elaine Robbins a t dinner.
j which periodically decimates p art- j
well as staff lines, rests and bars has er.' ”
and Caribou.
Mrs.
Lila
Burrill.
Mrs.
Carrie
Amts
Baxter. Miss Susan Spear and Ellis
ridge, or ruffed grouse. He is anxious
now been perfected by Gustav Rundand Mrs. Arial Linscott entertained
Sprague.
A pushing mother, busy with ex- to study ptarmigan, a game bird
statler,
a
Darmstadt
engineer
RundMrs. Perley Damon returns today
Wednesday afternoon at a dessert
statler worked for 12 years on his ploiting her daughter artistically in I which changes color to conform with
from a week's visit in Boston.
Mr. and Mrs. William T White bridge at Mrs. Leonard's home. A' machine before achieving the re Europe, was trying to impress [ its surroundings, becoming snow
entertained friends at a buffet supper the five tables prize winners were sults he sought. The chief difficul Casals
white in winter.
Mrs. Clifford Melvin of Willow and cards last night.
Mrs. Marion Alden, Mrs. Carrie
"Oh. Mr. Casals," she said, "you ! Dr David Potter of Clark Univerty with earlier note-writing devices
Mank, Mrs. Carrie Abbott, Mrs. Alice
street was hostess to the Harvesters
has been that while they could set know my daughter has just h a d ! sity will direct botanical research |
Mrs. Carl Freem an was hostess to Robbins, Mrs. Charlotte Hawes and
Club Thursday for lunch and sew
] down notes, they had to make use of wonderful success in Holland. The and MacMillan, former Tallman
W.I.N. Club last night, honors going to ,Mrs. Barbara Morine.
ing.
j pteviously lined paper. The ability critics wrote th at she played the Foundation professor at Bowdoin,
Mrs. Leland Drinkwater. Mrs. Clin
T he Star Circle will serve a dinner to type staves in addition to notes is Brahms sonata as well as you."
will delve into the field of anthro
Mrs. Jennie Taylor has returned to ton Barbour and Mrs. Vance Norton. Friday night for the Fish and Gam? ’ one of the principal advantages of
"That is not nearly good enough," pology. Indians and Eskimos in re
her home in Boston after a week's
Association.
mote sections of the North, he says,
the new invention, which in practl- was the Spanish cellist's reply.
Mrs. Charles Morton and Mrs.
visit with Mr. and Mrs. Fred Jordan
are increasing in numbers, but de
I
cally
every
detail
resembles
an
ordin
Tire
annual
parish
supper
will
be
Mr and Mrs. Luther Glidden of Wal Charles Richardson were high line neld at the Methodist vestry Mon ary typewriter.
creasing along borders of civilization,
FRIENDSHIP
doboro were also recent guests of the at cards when the Comer Club met day at 6 30. All arc invited to attend.
because of susceptibility to diseases
Friday afternoon at the home of
Jordans.
• • • *
A friend wintering at Palm Beach
The Methodist Ladies' Aid held a of the white races.
Mrs. Mida Packard with Mrs. I. J
Much of the waters over which the
Fifty-One Years Married
; tells me that she heard Phoebe Cros- dinner Town Meeting day, Monday,
Shuman as hostess.
Itooevik Club will meet Tuesday
Thebaud will cruise are uncharted
Senator and Mrs. F. E. Burkett ob 1by sing at a recent service in Poin- at the vestry, with these committees:
afternoon for work on quilts at the
At a tea given recently by Mrs. Nel served their 51st wedding anniversary i ciana Chapel. This gifted soprano Dinner. Helen Simmons. Olivia Hoff- and MacMillan will be forced to rely
Central Maine rooms.
son Phinney, 137 Irving street. Water- Wednesday by entertaining in Au who hails from Islesboro back in the ses. Jane Murphy; tables. Gertrude upon ‘masthead navigation"—a look
town, M ass. the engagement of her gusta. the eight girls who served as days when she was Phoebe Pendle Oliver; coffee, Susan Wotton; pies, out in the crosstrees to watch for
Mr and Mrs. Hueston Long of daughter, Miss Hola Ripely Phinney
attendants and waitresses at their ton has been heard in Rockland con Mrs. Lewis and Mrs Genie Simmons; submerged rocks and shoals.
South Portland are weekend guests to Oliver William Rollins of this cilv
MacMillan said he would ship an
certs, her fine voice giving great tickets, Marjorie Winchenpaw; table
50th observance.
of Mr and Mrs. A. J. Nichols.
was announced. No date for the wed
T he girls were Miss Ruth Howe. pleasure in the interesting songs she girls, Eva Mooers, Hattie Lawry, Mary amateur radio operator to keep in
ding has been set.
Miss Virginia Howe, Miss Isabell always chose. I believe Mrs. Crosby Packard, Doris Prior. Bertha Jam e touch with the outside world with a
Mrs. Earle Maxey of Thomaston
Abbott. Miss Susan Abbott. Miss Betty makes New York her home during son, Eda Lawry, Virginia Meyers, j short-wave set. A physician also will
Mrs. Lelia Benner entertained the
was a guest of friends in this city
Rich. Miss Alice Farris. Miss Phyllis the winter usually, but evidently she Agnes Winchenpaw. Ruth Prior. Ida be a member of the ship's company
Wawenock Club Wednesday at a pic
Thursday.
Hannon and Miss Madeline Gordon. is among the southern tourists this Wotton. Catherine Jameson. Lavinia to guard the crew's health and give
nic dinner at her home on Camden
Whitney; dishes, Mamie Wotton. medical assistance in remote settle
The day's activities included a tour present one.
Shakespeare Society will meet street. The afternoon was spent sew
•
•
*
*
Agnes Winchenpaw, Eva Mooers; ments seldom visited by a doctor.
Monday night with Mrs Henry Bird. ing and playing games. Miss Alice of the State House (with pictures
After landing a geological party,
The Salvation Army is a singing serving. Lizzie Thompson.
taken
therei.
a
visit
to
the
Blaine
Act 4 of Hamlet will be read, with Erskir.e was a special guest of the
with
dog sleds and other equipment,
Vinal
Keleeran
was
a
recent
caller
Mansion and dinner at Ye Old army, but the voices heard in openMrs. G. M. Derry as leader.
club.
air meetings, against traffic competi at the home of Mr and Mrs. Wardell on Baffin Land, the Thebaud will
Tavern.
proceed through Davis Strait, into
T he Burketts presented each girl tion, are no fair gauge of the vocal MacFarland.
A public beano party will be held
A detailed report of the Methebesec
Baffin Bay, well above the Arctic
Pythian
Sisters
met
Tuesday
at
musical
talents
of
the
officers.
But
at K of P. hall Monday night spon Club meeting h?'d yesterday at Uni- with a note-book and the guests in
which time Mrs. Gussie Chadwick Circle where polar bear walrus and
indoors,
their
group
singing
is
said
to
tu
rn
made
a
gift
cf
roses
to
Mrs.
sored by Huntley-Hill Post and Aux versalist vestry, with the poet Robert
be a revelation. A large part of the and Mrs. Eva Russell were initiated. other wild creatures of the Far North
iliary
The committee in charge P. Tristram Coffin, as outstanding a t Burkett.
output
of Salvationist Publishing and Chairs were occupied by: Chief. G ert will be photographed. MacMillan Is
comprises John Kennedy. Mr. and traction, will appear in Tuesday's
Supplies.
Ltd., at international head rude Oliver; senior. Bertha Jameson: ' opposed to wanton killing and only
Mrs. Daniel Noonan and Mrs. Mar issue.
quarters. London, is taken up with Junior. Annie Doe; manager. Genic animals and birds required for food
guerite Brewer. Members and friends
band and voice music, composed or Simmons; mistress of records and or specimens will be taken.
Chummy Club was entertaihed thus
arc asked to attend as the funds ob
arranged by Salvationists. Interna correspondence. Geneva Thompson,
tained will be used for a very worthy week by Mrs. Flora Fernald. Mrs. E. 1 =
tional headquarters has just issued pro tern; mistress of finance. Carr.e
SWAN’S ISLAND
W
Freeman
and
Mrs.
Frank
Fields
cause. Attractive prizes will be of
protector. Florence
its second revision of the official MacFarland;
won the honors at cards.
fered.
Mrs Charles Savage of Portland is
guard. Daisy Simmons. Eugene
a / i t s s m a i t p s t "Gems for Songsters," edited especi !' Burns;
Brown gave an inspiring talk This spending two weeks with her p ar
ally
for
the
use
of
Songster
Brigades.
Officers of the Eastern S tar are to
The Army's International leader. order will hold a public party Tues ents. Mr. and Mrs. W E. Holmes
meet for rehearsal at 2 o'clock Sun
Mahlon Holmes who has employ
Gen. Evangeline Booth, says in her day night at its hall with Mrs. Lois
day at Temple hall.
Brown serving on the committee. A ment in Massachusetts, passed last
Foreword:
weekend here.
“Music is the gift of God in man. small fee will be charged.
Miss Alice McIntosh. Mrs. Mary
Isle au Haul
The annual town meetng was held
The Baptist Circle assembled Thurs
The only art of Heaven given to
Gross and Mrs. Clara Emery enter
Isle au Haut town meeting was
earth and the only art of earth we day for an all day session with Mrs. Monday ln Odd Fellows hall Dinner
tained 21 members of the Opportun held in Revere Memorial Hall Mon
takq back to Heaven. But music Melvin Lawry who laid covers for 19 and supper were served for those a t
ity Class. Thursday night, at the day, these officers being chosen:
like every gift is only given us in the at dinner, The time was passed in tending by the ladies of the BaptLst
First Baptist Church.
Scripture
Moderator—H. B. Nevells.
seed. It is for us to unfold, culti sewing, with a delightful interlude of I Church.
reading was conducted by Miss Mc
Town Clerk—Mrs. L C. Turner.
vate. that its wondrous blossoms may song. Edna Packard acting as ac- ] Janet Hart, who has employment In
Intosh and 74 calls reported for the
Rockland, recently made a few days'
Selectmen. Assessors and Overseer,
bless our own path and bless all those ccmpanist at the piano.
month of February. After the busi of Poor—Charles H. Turner, Ralph L.
__ visit with her parents, Mr. and Mrs
who meet us upon it. Sing these
ness meeting, a program under the Chapin and Fred W. Cousins.
H. C. Hart.
songs in your heart or do not sing
direction of Mrs. Elizabeth William
Mrs Hester Freethy and Mrs. LinTax Collector—Llewellyn Rich.
them at all."
son was enjoyed, presenting readings
nie Stanley are guests of relatives in
Treasurer—W alter F. Rich.
•. • • •
by Mrs. Catherine Collins and Mrs.
Massachusetts.
School Board—Mrs. Carol Chapin.
CAMDEN
From Hollywood comes this:
Williamson, chorus singing ana Forrest MacDonald, Mrs. L. C.
Mrs Charles Joyce entertained Wed
"Since the screen assumed the aspec
games. Plans were made for a social
nesday night at her home. Myron
TODAY
Turner.
of culture, and ‘Pony Boy' on a play
to be held Wednesday March 10 at
1Sprague, Bernice Smith, Phyllis
Sealers of Weights and Measures—
er piano in the nickelodeon gave way
7.30 for members of the church and Stanley E. Dodge.
Staples and Rosena Bentley of Bosto Tschalkovsky on the sound track,
parish. Members of the class not
|
ton who is visiting relatives here for
Constables—Mrs. Mineola Bridges
music has become an elemental part
solicited are asked to take sweets.
a short time.
In
Rich, Frank Barton.
of film manufacture. Differing from
The Methodist Ladies' Aid met
Surveyors of Wood and Lumber—
other ingredients th a t go into pic
“O H ! SU SA N N A ”
Any radio may be a good radio but George Turner. Samuel E. Rich.
Thursday afternoon at the home of
ture plays. It has attracted to the
and
the New Philco is more than that. It
their president, Mrs. Mary Trask.
Road Commissioner—The Select
factories men and women of strange
is a good musical instrument. Main? men.
Several women dressed ln comic cos
attainments.
Story
departments
tumes, gave an entertainment with
Music Co.
28tf
The appropriations: Current ex
may have every plot and yarn ever
recitations and songs. Among those 1
written catalogued, stock shots may
penses, $4(X); schools, tuitions and
(in a mystery story)
taking part were: Sadie Grass,
The Green Spotlight, the new textbooks. $450; repairs on schoolbe carefully listed every one of the
“Under Cover of Night’
adorned in fine feathers and lace; I
8-page section with the Boston Sun house $75; superintendent of schools.
20.000 players from extras to stars
Stella Hart, in olden style; Dora
Shows: 2 P. M. and G.15 to 11
day Advertiser.
Eight smashing $75; State Aid road. $G00: town road.;
may be indexed, but in the small
Stinson, an old fashioned lady with
pages devoted to movies, drama, and bridges $1000; repairs on State
compass of a man s head is a library
S U N D A Y AND M O NDAY
bonnet and paisley shawl; Josie Conmusic and radio. Famous writers, road. $400; Repairs on Revere Me
of 10,COO tunes ready for instant call
310 M A I N S T ., R O C K L A N D
ary
and Bessie Joyce, as two dashing
noted columnists bring readers the morial Hall. $50.
"He can remember off hand who
“Champagne W altz”
young men; and Margaret Sprague
latest news from the headquarters of
wrote 'The Old Oaken Bucket', knows
and
and Iris Withee, who had "traveled
F X P E B T F IT T B R S ’ l N
A TTEN D A N C E
stage and screen. The Green Spot
the original version of ‘Frankie and
“March
of Time”
all the way from the flood zone."
light, New England’s newest sensa
Johnny', or he can hum some ancient
P O L L Y
P R E S T O N
M o d is h S h o e s
Rosena Bentley favored Ihe group
Sunday Shows: 2.M and 7.30
tion. published every week with Ihe
Palestrina ecclesiastic tunes or jot
Coa ./
with a delightful selection Refresh
down the notes of some old English Monday Shows- 2.00, 6.30 and 8 30
Boston Sunday Advertiser.
ments were served by the hostess.
28’ It
madrigals, Can? He has to, It is the

HERE IT IS!
W HAT YOU HAVE BEEN W AITING FOR!

OUR DRY CLEANING SALE

DRESSES 9Q n
(O ne Piece)
Other Garments At Equally Low Prices

Prompt Delivery
TEL.

TEL.

170

170

FREE

FREE

Collection
and

Collection
and
Delivery

Delivery

Let U s Do Your Repairing and Alterations

PEOPLE’S LAUNDRY
17 LIMEROCK ST.

•

ROCKLAND

TEL. 170

M ONDA Y-TU ESD AY

Those who mased it demand it . . . those who saw it want it again.

He Has Time for Everything
. . . Including a Widow!
Tends to other people’s
business and a ilm e nts. . .
sings tenor in the church
c h o ir . . . b u t just doesn’t
get around to fig u rin g out
now he stands w ith that
widow.

DOCT
BULL
with

M A R IA H

<

N IX O N 1

RALPH M O R G A N
ANDY DEVINE

\

Directed bv John Ford

TODAY
WILLIAM BOYD
in
“TRAIL DUST”

PA3K S

SU N D A Y -M O N D A Y -TU ESD A Y

LO V E uuas a S I N !
The breathless rom aine of
a dashing V irginian cava
lier and the courageous girl
hr taught l a love. Told fti
sweeping scenes and th r ill
ing action against the tu 
multuous background of
a sin-,haunted Old New
England.

C jA B A R D IN E

TOW N MEETINGS

"I'm a lugilive with a price on my
head... and I dare to love you I ”
I’Soon w e 'll be together
without hiding and secrecy"

" M y b re th re n , Satan is loose
amongst us. let ui root him out!"
“Tell us his namel"

COMIQUE

G e n e A u tr y

Edm und L ow e

ADOLPH ZUP.OII praunu

CLAUDETTE COLBERT
. . d FRED MacMURRAT
in Frank Lloyd's

u

MAID OP SALEM
A P aram ount P icture w ith H a rv e y Stephens
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‘ MILLAY A N D HER TIMES”

Rations of it.

This method is pur-

11EADS CROW LARGER

1HAPPY HOPE EARM

sued through each chapter convinc
ingly. More and more one is amazed jT h a t8 w hat Prominent Scientist Slippery
Moccasins
and
Says, and He Doesn't Refer To
Egg Prices For Balance of
at the intimate acquaintance Pro
Cracked Eggs— Buying a
Council
fessor Atkins possesses with this
Winter No More Predict
Milch Cow
whole field of literature.
able Than Weather
Folks who have smarted under the
One might go on at length citing
There have been so many interestpassages of delicate perception of stinging accusation of getting bigReceipts of eggs at the Pour Mar
headed had vindication from the !’"8 articles of late I have felt that
intent,
from
first
to
last
of
these
11
kets during January were larger than
. . . . . . . . ■•
the “voice" of the old farm should
volumes by Millay. It is gratifying
in any previous January according
Maine will take great interest in She finds satisfaction, as we all do. in to find that the Greenwich Village Smithsonian Institution.
step into the background and be siConducting
tests
on
persons
of
at
to County Agent R C. Wentworth ; this first biography of the poet. Mil- i that "our natures crave the assur- productions, which have had so much
i i and was due to larger laying flocks “ y. although it comes when she is ance that poetry can grow out of to- popularity especially with collegians least three generations of American , lent First I want to say that we are
still writing real literature and has day's soil. ' The times may be bad and the rest of the younger set, are ancestry, Dr. Ales Hrdlicka an-1Iglad to hear of Mr Winslow's recovand a heavier rate of production.
ery from serious illness. We have all
ahead of her many years, it is to politically and morally, but. she asks.
This very heavy supply was almost be hoped, in which her best work "are they so bad poetically?' There is dismissed by Professor Atkins as nounced he found the length and had our share of the prevailing epi
What our lightkeepers and coast guardsmen are doing to protect coast
not especially original or especially breadtb of (be head increases in demic, but have managed to keep at
wise shipping by day and by night. The day's news from many lonely
entirely a matter of favorable weath- wjh appear as the fruit of a sea- splendor in her tribute: "When
noteworthy.'
I er conditions.
1men and women up to about the the daily tasks, with the exception of
outposts along Maine's waterfront.
soned philosophy.
everything else that is human is
In many ways the genius of Millay
one day. Each week we have visited
Most of the farm marketings of
The title reads. "Edna St. Vincent battered back into the ground. I be- is discerned and made clear for the middle decades of life,
poultry are over and during the next Millay and Her Times;' and the lieve that spirit will go down last layman, with contrasts among the
"Just why and how." he said, "this Rockland with fruit from that flock
You stand in shadowed nooks with all i roadside. When we reached Conway few months, will probably be less author is Elizabeth Atkins, professor of all, flinging at heaven a curse failures of others who lacked th e 1should continue after adult life is of white Plymouth Rocks, and for a
sails set
■
*
Dreaming of phantom seas and flying | u was duite a si8ht The>' had s0 than usual Because of unfavorable of English at Chicago University that is a song.''
reached will be a point for future de- while there seemed at least one mem
artist's touch.
spray.
much snow the walks had been feed costs, there may be a tendenev There is little about Maine in the
ber of each family visited on the
In
this
spirit
Professor
Atkins
aptoo.
how
One discovers.
Millay termination."
Waiting for winds that whistled eerie
cleared and there we saw snow piled to reduce the size of laying flocks,
book. and this is all in the first proaches her task. There are 11 grows, how her nature changes, and j The scientist last year announced casuallty list, struck down by that
tunes
To proud ancestors of a bygone day.
along the sides of walks. Skiing parHatchings for winter broilers ap- chapter, which Is headed. "Re- chapters, each dealing with one -of how her convictions alter. These that the nose, ears and mouth get disagreeable chap who answers to
—Chlstel Hastings
ties were busily engaged making peared to be nearly one-third less nascence. Poetry of a Child's Cer- Millay s published works, from "Ren- characterizations are most enlight- ! bigger as people grow older The the name of "La Grippe "
• • • •
ascence." down through "The Lamp
ready for a ski trip Nearly every car ' than last winter, due to low poultry talnties."
Peddling hen fruit direct to the
ening. Consider this, for example:
ears, he said, may keep on growing
Jonah and the Whale
Rockport is correctly depicted as and the Bell," written at Vassar dur- j
bp happy Qr unhappy
aflpr
carri^i a skiing outfit. We also no- prices and high feed costs. The
customer is a new venture and be
We know that Jonah went to sea ticed a decided change in atmosphere same factors, together with low egg
or angry or loving or perplexed: she
Dr Hrdlicka asserted "growth of ing rather retiring I confess I felt
to get away from duty, because he
prices, will tend to reduce the size
compared to our mild weather.
may
be
In
any
one
of
a
hundred
dif,be
brain" was the best explanation sort of—well, shaky when I rang the
thought the ways of God were not
of the spring hatch.
I
ferent
moods',
but
when
she
is
writj
jor
increasing head size but said first doorbell and said, in a voice
on lines of beauty. The sailors threw
Heavy receipts of eggs in JanuaryLittle River
ing a poem she Is never debilitated mere was no evidence of any meas- th a t I tried to make pleasant and
him overboard with sorrow and good
caused a substantial into-storage
or
unconscious. Whatever her mood, urabie change In brain functioning, business like. "Madam, could I inter
William
Alley,
son
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
wishes and there he learned much
movement during the month, an unest you in some nice eggs, fresh from
she is intensely alive in every one of
wisdom in the depths among the William Alley has been suffering oyer usua] sltuatlon The record siIe of
the farm?" I must say that the
her
five
senses,
and
all
her
senses
LOUIS E. SWEETLAND
a tong period from scarlet fever Mrs storage stocks wi„ tpnd tQ lowpr
fishes.
housewives of Rockland with whom
are fused in a single controlling mood
Alley and daughter are now also vie- pou,try prlcps durjng , hp fjrst ha]f
and
purpose.
Her
poems
represent
tims of the disease.
Louis E. Sweetland, for the past 35 I've come in contact are fine folk, for
of 1937.
Burnt Island
even their refusals were tempered
only those moments in her life when
A stiff gale of wind and cold
years a resident of Somerville died
Heavy egg production which drove
she has succeeded in becoming utter
with a pleasant smile and word, such
Keeper and Mrs Muise are receiv weather were reasons why Purcell.
egg prices to low levels, together with
ly at one with herself and Intensely suddenly Tuesday. Death was due to as. “I'm sorry, but we've taken eggs
ing congratulations on the birth Feb Florence and Emily Corbett called oil high feed costs resulted in a very
heart trouble, and appeared to be for years from so-an-so," or “I'm
aware of the world."
11 of a daugther. Ann Louise at St the.r plans to attend a Grange meet- iarge number of eggs required to buy
For those who have found, in , almost instantaneous. He was in Jsorry, but I have plenty on hand. '
Andrew Hospital in Boothbay Har ing last Saturday night.
: iqj pounds of poultry feed In Maine
Fatal Interview." no little satisfac his seventy-fifth year.
bor.
;That Uttle expression, so sweetly
Mrs. Willis Allen and Miss Haze' aRd the mid-west. It required about
tion
over her maturing gifts, there is
Mr. Sweetland was born in Rock- said' was like havln« a 80(1 cushion
Mrs Muise and children Adele, , Ackley moiored last Saturday to M i- twice the number of eggs to buy the
welcome for a critic eloquent. Here
!put under one. to ease a disagreeable
Prudence, and Ann arrived home Feb chias.
same quantity of feed in January as
is "the timelessness of art" that a- port. Maine. July 26. 1862 His father fa„ tp a hard surfacp
23 after a month and a half's stay in
Neil Corbett passed last weekend ' it did a year ago Feedstuff wholelone "is worth recording." Here is Ambros Sweetland. was a sea captan mjI1ds me that ice was surejy a "hard
Boothbay Harbor with former Keeper wlth friends in Milltown. N. B
' sale markets declined sharply during
"poetry of overtones," “One is in the in early life, and during the last days jsurface" the day when my sled soled
and Mrs. Albert Staples.
William Coibett. Purcell Corbe't the week ended February 23
central current of pure feeling from was in charge of Eagle Island Light, mocs put on more speed than their
We wish at this time to thank M r.. and Kathleen Corbett made a trip
The course of egg prices during
the first sonnet to the 52d " The
anti Mrs. Staples for the many kind- by
g
the remainder of the winter is.no
chapter closes with a painstaking !° n the Maine coast
son gradu . i owner and I found myself reclining
on my back with a "skun" elbow and
nesses shewn Mrs. Muise and the Bluffs
more predictable than the weather
analysis and exposition of each of ['“ ted from the Camden High School
a pail of eggs that had landed up
children while at their home We
. . . .
The low point in poultry prices ap
land entered upon the shoe b u s i n e s s ^ bu( wUh such forcp ha]f wwp
these sonnets.
also thank Mrs Staples for the won
parently
occurred
in
December
and
S a d d le b a c k L e d g e
One comes to the finale in Professor (in Taunton, in this State, and there I cracked Did you ever
try walking
derful care she gave our two daugh
Atkins study of Millay s last book , I hp me< his wife <Marion A. Stanyam across ice with flat soled, heelless
Here I am, back again after being a somewhat less than seasonal rise is
ters while Mrs Muise was in the hos
now in prospect.
"Wine from These Grapes." Here is
hauled out for repairs I had been
to whom he was married nearly 50 moccasions? They make me think of
pital.
The AAA began purchasing eggs in
found a kinship with "Renascence”;
_on dutv just four days when m flu -1 .
,
years
ago
After his marriage Mr a P*lr « skate-s «tven
when a
Best wishes to every one along the
•
Januarv. mostly to go into flood rea childlike sympathy with natural
. enza overtook me
child. They had two blades on each
coast.
lief. The primary' purpose was to
forces: a hunger for the meaning of 8weetland ana ms wife lived in
Captain Bennett brought
Dr.
skate, sort of miniature sleds, and
• • • •
"cushion" the drastic decline in egg |
the world; and persistant simplicity Charlestown, and there he was espe- j w„ e supposed
very safe for
Shields here Jan 19 but It was too
prices
caused
by
heavy
production
Squirrel Point
of attitude.
i rough for the doctor to land. After
dally
active
in
the
old
Winthrop
„
ttle
i
took
many
tumbles with
One effect has been to narrow the
Here is a review of her methods of Church, serving as assistant treas- , those skates for when a fQOt sUrted
Steamer Berwindglen passed out Captain Bennett helped put on a new
spread between wholesale and retail
versification. Here is a summary urer.. assistant superintendent of the Jrunnjng awgy from it5 mate there
the river March 1 Quite a spring haul-off line they took me off in the
prices.
of her changing philosophy. In the Sunday School, and head usher, and
sight.
bosn chair. I then spent 11 days at
was no stopping it. and I invariably
end, Professor Atkins declares: "That he rendered nearly every form of
Housecleaning is in full swing and the home of Mrs George Swears dursat
down with force and emphasis.
, .
,
inside painting to prepare for s«
a man emerging from the unconsc- service to the church. Alter his re
what a job. washing
ing and painting! I mg which I received capable nursing
« • • •
ous
cosmos
should
be.
in
sensibility
moval to Somerville he continued to
think we shall all be glad when it and was attended by Dr Shields, laMr S. is again at home, after three
We paid the new Community ■"far away" from the outside world ing the World War: "The Reedy and apprehension, how like a god,
is done.
I ter going to my home in Lubec,
attend the church for quite a period, weeks spent on a barge in the local
Building in Rockland a visit while of tainted money, negro lynchings. Mirror Sonnets, written when free even though it be but for a little while,
Keeper Smith remains the same. j Mrs. Wells arrived in Vinalhaven.
but for the last twenty years had harbor The epidemic caught him
the food fair was in progress.
j lamine in India and suffering coal verse was most popular: “A Fig from is an incomparable boon. It makes
but we are living in hope that when | j an 20. accompanied from "Midbeen a member of the Broadway and home seemed best. March winds
Mrs Pied Batty recently went to miners. Curiously enough the author Thistles." produced in her Green- this tragic and sorrowful earth life,
the warm weather comes he will show way Spa'' by Mr. Alley, first assist
Winter Hill Congregational Church, are blowing today and some snow still
Manana Fog Signal Station to visit adds: "Closer at hand was an asylum wich Village days: Aria Da Capo'' which is all we know and all we any
encouraging gains in health.
where he was held in the highest covers mother earth. But I'm sure
ant. I arrived home that date, havher daughter Mrs Floyd Singer
where practically every child was a tragedv in the jazz age: 'Second longer believe in. inexpressibly preci"Hello Carolyn and Donald Hope mg suffered from a gathering in both
esteem. For 23 years Mr Sweetland we Maine folks all agree that we've ,
taken once to look at the ‘craay April, at a time of self-doubt: “The ous. to Millay, at least. T h an that
you will come to see us this summer ; ears, mixed with sinus trouble.
was a salesman in New England and had a remarkable winter
people. " For Maine knows that the Harp-Weaver.' in the heyday of be- sweet heaven our fathers hoped to
White Head
Signed. Grandma.
I wish to thank Captain Bennett
New York for the Royal Worcester
Here's a true story I read the other
Housecieaning is the principal oc only institution in Knox county t o ! haviorism: “The King s Henchman." gain'. '
We are glad to hear Keeper Nye fOr coming here for me also those
Corset Company and for the past day A man and his wife decided to
which
Millay
most
likely
was
taken
is
concerned
with
our
problems
a
Thus
the
author
ends
her
comhas electricity on his station. We who brought fruit, called to see me. cupation here at present.
prison in neighboring thousand years ago: The Euck in prehensive critical
study—the first seven years had been vault attend- | buy a cow and visited a dairy farm
Venetta Foss niece of G L. Alley the State
would be thankful for a telephone and furnished me with a berth on tfte
Thomaston.
The
nearest
"asylum
the
Snow
'
When
she
was
in
quest
of
its
kind,
so
far
as
is known, and ant in the Harvard Trust Companv for that purpose. The owner of the
Mr and Mrs. Edward Baker and boat. Lewis Cates of the Rockland is attending school at Spruce Head is in Augusta, many unlikely miles of earthly virtue; "Fatal Interview." by no means the last, granted that branch office in Kendall square, cows pointed out a large Holstein
son Edward spent last weekend at the Vinalhaven Steamboat Co had my and
boarding with Mrs Stanley}’ distant.
which has conversation with the im- Millay's fame is tinged with im- Cambridge. He was a member of standing close beside her calf.
Henry Price Lodge. F A M., of j "There's a cow you ought to have,’’
station
car at the wharf, warmed up and Simmons.
Rockland.
which
boasts
a
memomortals; and her last book. "Wine mortality.
Fine progress is being made on thCharlestown,
and was a member of he said.
Mrs Smith and Mrs. Powers went all ready to sail
rial tablet for the house where she from These Grapes, which is written
“A. F. L."
the alumni association of the Cam- J The prospective purchaser inquired
shopping recently and had a fine
Myron A. Johnson of Machias, the s Pruce Head road 10 the deliBht of lived, and which is named in “Who's in a time of foreboding
—In
the
Lewiston
Saturday
Journal
den High School in Maine, in which how much milk she gave and was
time looking at the display of spring new additional keeper came here all the Coast Guard and Lighthouse Who as her birthplace, is hardly
Maine will find in these 259 pages
employes
he took deep interest. Genial and told "Sixteen quarts.”
dresses.
Feb. 10.
four
slight
references
to
Robinson
HE
ASKED
FOR
IT
Alton Brown of the Coast Guard mentioned. A footnote also will sur
pleasant to all. Mr. Sweetland was
The Keeper s son Leland is going
Mr. Mathie, second assistant went
"How do you mean. 16 quarts,” de
..
,
... .
nrise .Maine
readers:
"Edna St Vin-, another poet from- n this
State. In the
How lucky are those to whom the
is s p e n d in g l o d a y s le a v e w i t h h is p
..
.
.
___ _______ • _ . u . _
an especially valued employe of the manded the wife of the visitor.
to Brunswick for a few days' work home recently on leave of absence
cent
Millay
first
became
acquainted
first
chapter
on
“Renascance."
when
gift
of
repartee
gjV
en.
and'are
not
family in Rockland.
Harvard Trust Company. He was a
and will stay with his sister Mrs He called on me while I was in Lu
“I mean she gives us sixteen quarts
Wilson Carter. Orland Pettigrew with the ocean when she was eight MlUay had Sent this poem in 1912 their remarks at times a joy to all man of exemplary life and character.
bec.
Elliot Brown.
every time we milk her, explained the
years old. for then her parents moved to the Lyric Year in a contest for a of us. As, for instance, that of the
and Ernest Harmon have returned to
It is fine to see such nice letters
All quiet along the Ledge this time
from the inland town of Union. WC3 award, the critic notes that "In veterinary surgeon who found him Besides his wife who has the deep dairyman.
the Coast Guard after being absent
! sympathy of a host of friends and
from lightkeepers. We should be of year. Our spring cleaning started
Maine, to Rockport, on the seacoast.” America Edwin Arlington Robinson sp]{ ip L 800
"But how often does she have to
I neighbors, he leaves one sister. Mrs.
on account of the flood.
' was keeping silence. Theodore Roose
March 1.
be
milked," inquired the lady.
one big family.
However,
these
are
of
minor
con
ering and to whom a snob remarked j
Mrs. Edna Alley and her youngest I
Agnes Weatherby, of Berkeley. CaliGeorge Brown, assistant keeper of I
sequence in this biography, which is . velt. years before, had discovered him
“She's milked twice a day. Mrs.
in superior tones. ’You're a veterin- j fornja AnQther sistpr djpd ,p CaU.
children Evelyn. Thelma and Steve,
really the story, not of the physical ’and characteristically had tried to
Petit Manan. whom I have known
S —” explained the dairyman.
Petit Manan
spent the week of Feb. 22 at the girls who romped our coast and grew I‘push him. But Robinson, refusing ary surgeon, aren't you?" "Yes, 1 fornia a few years ago. Mr
Mr. and
from childhood, was stricken with
Mrs. S.— was thoughtful, multi
light station. Mrs. Alley is living in
am." replied the vet. “are you ill'
George D Brown, second assistant
Mrs Sweetland went to the Pacific plying 16 by two and realizing that
up to enter Vassar In 1914. but of j to be a perambulator, had gone back
of7h 7 staU o n .‘ ffied at Calate Hospi- ' ^ppe2 * 7 7 l h“e_ a‘
lackland" during' the’ school year
coast to visit his sisters several years 32 quart5 of milk was an extremely
He was taken lo a Calais hospital
"""and^Mrs George' \lle v and the inner experiences and literary | t0
shabb-v New York bedroom.
tai following an emergency operation
ase and
7 ,...* I f . j . .. i__ contacts which made “Renascence' j and 1° 1912 was presumably sitting
ago —Somerville (Mass ) Journal.
large supply for a family of two. She
where it proved to be a pus case
Frank Alley made a business tr ip ,
i .u .
j
.
.
for appendicitis. He was on an eight
_ ,,
, nossiblp whilp shp was still a hii?h tnere. wondering wnere ne was goMr.
Sweetland
spent
his
boyhood
studied
the cow; she studied the calf.
resulted in his death. Feb. 19
Wednesday afternoon to Rockland. '
wnue sne * as sun a Llgn . „
f
•
days' vacation at his home in Lubec
in this vicinity, being educated in the Then she turned to her husband.
school senior in Maine. It is strictly ! lnf>- tbat man a8alnst the sk\
Mr. Alley goes on leave as soon as
Orland
Pettigrew
of
the
coast
when taken ill.
public schools a t Camden. He is also
a literary trail that is followed, with ■ Again, one finds reference to RobMr Mathie returns
“Charles, why wouldn't the little
guard accompanied A J Beal on his
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Sawyer
survived by a niece Mrs. Fred Leach one be big enough for us?” she de
I called on Capt. A. P Roberts re trip to Westbrook as far as Portland exactly two brief references, for in- inson in the discussion of Millay's
have returned to Baker Island after
of this city.
manded.
Nancy M Savage
cently but had to do some expert where he remained for the weekend stance to her husband. Eugen Jan Aria da Capo" with its tragic huspending several weeks with Keeper
Boissevain. one. admittedly racey mor: “Before ‘Aria da Capo was
navigating to get into his house as it
Mr
and
Mrs.
Edwin
Faulkingham
and Mrs. Lockhart.
is completely surrounded with fire were in Jonesport recently on a 48- enough to be conversationally pro ! written Edwin Arlington Robinson
Mrs Arthur R. Alley, grandmother
1also had felt this sad and humorous 1
vocative.
wood.
hour liberty and were there guests of
of Mrs Lockhart, died recently after
is your chance to buy
In
other
words.
Prof.
Atkins
deals
jmood;
and I often think he felt it
Saw Mr. and Mrs. Earl Ashby of j
p au)|;jngham's mother
a short illness at her home in Jo^esChannel several times while home , Mr and Mrs A j Beal and jaugh- with the making of a poet, with the ' ntore warmly than Hardy. . . . that J
(genuine, S o cia lly C orrect
influence of other people and events . sef‘ms to have been Robinson's sp irit-!
port. Due to bad weather Mrs. Lock
also Mr. Marston, keeper of Channel ' tpr Eleanor spent last weekend in
h art was unable to leave the station
upon her writings; and book by book. ua' state throughout his life. Like
Light and Mr. Larrabee of Quoddy , Westbrook as guests of their daughto attend the funeral.
in successive chapters, she follows an ; the hero of his 'Ponce de Leon,' he
Head.
ter Mrs. L. O. 6off and family
Keeper and Mrs. Lockhart spent a
i evolving attitude toward life.
! looked at life, always, 'with a twist o f :
Good Luck to all keepers and fam
A J. Beal and family called on i One reads but a little wfiy to dis- Pain that might have been a smile’.” I
few days recently in Ellsworth on
ilies. also Coast Guardsmen.
his brother Milton Beal Sunday i cover that the critic brings to h e r : Another reference indicates that |
official business.
• • • •
afternoon in South Portland. Mil-1 task a thoro knowledge of modern as j Millay does not describe odors "with
A T T H E L O W E S T P R IC E S I N H IS T O R Y !
We extend sympathy to a former
ton is employed in a boat building I
Two Bush
well as classic poetry; and that her such precise rightness as Edwin Arlkeeper and his wife of this station.
Deciding that it was time to send establishment.
analyses are detailed and specific.. ington Robinson was able to do when
G e n u in e e n g r a v in g is the s o c ia lly c o rre c t th in g for b u s in e s s
Mr. and Mrs. Pierre Fagonde now of
Yet this is no "dry as dust" treatise. 1he told how. in an orchard, 'many I
a
letter to the seamen's column, we
s ta tio n e ry — th e dignified, im p re s s iv e m e d iu m for b u s in e s s
Beals on the death of their child.
o r p ro fe s s io n a l u s e . N ow — a t th e s e a m a z in g ly low p ric e s —
Professor Atkins possesses a rich j sweetly stinging fragile odors broke
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Freeman and looked high and low for news but our
th e re is n o n e e d to b e sa tisfie d w ith im itatio n e n g ra v in g or
Is not the sea made for
vocabulary, a freshness of viewpoint, j lightly as they touched him ."
children of Jonesboro, are expected searchings did not bring very ample
c
o m m o n p la c e p rin tin g . ALL PR IC ES IN THIS ADVERTISE
results.
However,
we
are
contribut
the
free?
—
Thomas
and
a
way
of
saying
things
t
h
a
t
1
The
fourth
and
last
allusion
to
the
soon for a two weeks' vacation.
MENT IN CLU DE THE C O S T O F EN G R A V IN G THE PLATE.
ing our bit with good wishes enough Moore
piques interest to the end of the last ! Maine poet is with regard to Robin.
• •• •
to make up for lack of excitement
chapter. She knows the times in son's color-sense, as illustrated by
Super ''Values in
V IS IT IN G CARDS
Portland Head
here.
which Millay has been writing, and his man against the sunset sky
100 p a n e le d c a rd s , ch o ic e of 4 siz e s a n d 30 sty le s of e n 
R. T. Sterling and, Mrs. Sterling
ENGRAVED
N O T IC E TO M A R IN E R S
First we wish to thank Capt. W
judges keenly their effect upon the “black-drawn against wild red."
g
ra v in g , PLA TE INCLUDED, o n ly ..................................$1.65
were entertained Sunday at the home Jjj wincapaw for the bundles he
One
finds
the
scholar
in
Millay
poet. She knows the essentials of
B U S IN E S S
Light on Mount Desert Rock Light great poetry. She also writes with while she was young. For she was
of Mr and Mrs. W. C. Dow in Port dropped at our station on Christmas
S T A T IO N E R Y
SO CIAL STATIO NERY
land.
Day: although we are late in saying ed Whistle Buoy was changed Marcr. distinct approval of Millay's genius. only 14 when she read by herself all
S p e c ia l s ty le s for m en a n d w o m e n . A c h o ic e of lo v e ly
Now—lor
lbs first timo—engraved
Keeper Myers of Ram Island Ledge so we mean it just as strongly 3 to show a white flash of 0 4 second Tokens of it she finds on every page. of Caesar s “Gallic Wars" during the
stationery ior business or profes
colors,
m o n o g r a m s a n d s ty le s of e n g ra v in g . PLATE IN
duration,
eclipse
3.6
seconds.
Buoy
is
called Monday on F O. Hilt.
In fact, the book builds up a portrait summer so that she might take up
as the earlier birds.
sional uss may be bad at the
CLUDED ____________ __________________ $2.25, $3.95 and up.
Arthur Harlow was guest last S at
Replying to Manana Fog Signal painted black and numbered 3.
of an artist with whom she finds Cicero's “Orations" th at fall—an
price ol ordinary imitations. Take
advantage oi these outstanding
ambition too seldom found among
urday of R. T. Sterling.
Station's question in regard to
slight fault.
W E D D IN G A N N O U N C E M E N TS
values:
We were grieved to learn of Mrs "Mama's pets." the little bull calf
There are pages where the analy youthful students. By 12 years she
OR IN V IT A T IO N S
500
Business
Cards,
plate
tical student of rhyme will revel in had gone through almost all of
Luther's death at her home in South- i was butchered last fall.
Included __________ _ $7.95
O n w h ite o r iv o ry stock— w e d d in g or p la te finish. In s id e
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